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SUBJECT INDEX
SYMBOLS

(A) Abstract,

Absorption, (See also Acoustics; Wave propagation)
acoustic, in aqueous salt solutions, measurement of,
2286

by electronic transducing system, 1654
by gas-bubble screens in water, 933
in gas-filled spherical resonator, 1642
in materials and structures, schlieren metbod for
study of, 2291
by panels combined witb resonators, 2556
by perforated porous tiles, 2843
by porous layer witb perforated facing, 2290

by resonance-type absorbers in water, 952
coefficient, acoustic, measurements at research
centre for cinematography in Rome, 1655,
nomogram for reverberation-chamber metbod
of determining, 3443
ionospberic. See Ionosphere.
microwave, of gases, measurements of, 1747
in 02, Zeeman effect and line widtb in, 2372
by substituted benzenes, 2373
ultrasonic, in liquids, beating effect of, 4, 5, viscosity as a factor in, 306
in organic liquids, measurements of, 1274, 1275

Accelerometers, BaTiO3, Washington symposium

on,

489

wide-range, N.B.S., 3635
Acoustic systems, electrical equivalents for, transformer couplings in, 920
Acoustics, (See also Absorption; Broadcasting studios;
Impedance; Sound; Television studios; Ultra
sonics)

e.m.

waves,
anechoic chamber for sound and short
942
of auditoria, 'directional diffusion' in, 311
ofchurcbes, measurements on two Roman basilicas

951

of concerthalls, in Great Britain, subjective
parison

of,

6

com-

of Royal Festival Hall, London, 312
of doorless telephone booths, triangular design for
improvement of, 2844

ofhalls, models for investigation of, 616
of halls and studios, empirical criterion for, 1657
international congress, Delft, 1953, 919
measurements,
1978

use

of variable-gain amplifiers in,

properties of granular substances under

shear,

vibration excitation, 2274
with absorbent walls, 1980
frequency irregularity and 'directional diffusion,'
measurement of, 3442
normal-frequency statistics and excitation statistics, 3114
suppression of echoes by polycylindrical systems,
small-scale-model experiments on, 2557
survey of, 950
Aerial arrays, design of, exact method for, 3135
dipole, matching arrangements for, 3463
high-resolution, with crossed arrays of dipoles, for
radio astronomy, 633
interferometer-type, for radio astronomy, 333
linear, gain of, 1996
radiation patterns of, computation of, 1683
with reflector and tailwire, application of four-

of

rooms,

terminal-network theory to, 1682
rhombic, stacked, mutual impedance of, 2571
ring-type, comprising tangential or radial dipoles,
1994

slotted-waveguide, with automatic de-icing, 974
effects of slot coupling in, 2572
square, u.s.w., wide-band, 3464

Tchebycheff-type, current distribution in, calculation of, 634, 1681, (D)2569

excitation coefficients and beam widths of, 331
with very high directivity, design of, 19

Yagi,

amplitude-phase correlation of currents in,
3466

theory of, 2314, 3136
Aerials, (See also Lenses, microwave; Transmission
lines)
aircraft, design of, 1995
design of radomes for, 975
electrically small, measurement techniques for,
1680
u.h.f., for navigation aids, dual systems, 2568
of arbitrary form, direction of maximum gain and

stationary polarization of, 3132
Beverage wave, theory and characteristics of, 1997
biconical, symmetrical, with arbitrary cone angle,

1679

cavity, bandwidth of, 2862

methods for, 1127
corner-reflector, measurements on, 1999
slot, radiation patterns of, 3139
theory of, 3470
corrugated-surface, theory of, 2853
cylindrical, with noncircular cross-section, equivalent radii of, 969
dielectric-line, with periodic structure, analysis for,
cm-X, measurement

1308

dipole, back-scattering cross-section of, comparison

method of measurement of, 2310
interaction with e.m. wave, 972
radiation from, theory of, 1678
vertical, radiation over stratified ground, 332
directive, gain and effective area of, determination
of, 18
linear and plane, maximal directivity coefficient

of, 2567

(B) Book Review,

(C) Note of Correction,

for long-wave relay stations, 3042
loop, using ferrite rods, 3134
microwave, calculations for, 3469, diplexing, 3467
with parabolic-cylinder reflector, analysis of field
of, 2867

wide-band, high-efficiency, 2865
with parabolic-torus reflector, 335
with plane reflector, analysis for, 2866, gain of,
2565
with reflectors, diffraction pattern of, calculation
of, (A)704, 1998, having phase-shifting ends,
21
artificial-dielectric, dm-X, 20
end-fire,
with feeder, working gain of, 3462
half-wave and full-wave pairs, back-scattering
cross-section of, 2312
?K, 1304,
helical, with diameter small compared with
(C22315
1989
of,
horizontal, field of, rigorous theory
horn, with lenses, or reflectors, characteristics of,
637

small, gain of, 636

linear integral equation of, solution of, 1675
theory of, 2309
thin, distribution of current in, 1302
and optical systems, comparison of operation of, 630
polarization of, chart for determining, 965 nonclass-B, with output transformer,
push-pull,
linear distortion in, 1236
radar, torque requirements of, 2573 2859
radiation mutual-coupling factor of,
radiation patterns of, automatic recorder for, 970
minimum

range

for, 3459

field distribution for given directional characslot, teristic,
computation of, 3468
microwave, coaxial-line, 973
'skeleton,' for 2-m band, 2858

theory of, and Babinet's principle, 635
travelling-wave, attenuation and phase constants
for, 1306, propagation constant and field
pattern of, 1307, properties and design of,
334

standard definitions on, 53 I.R.E. 2.S1, 631
measurements on,
television, receiving,
3461, for band III, requirements of, 1676, for
bands I-V television and v.h.f. sound, 17,
u.h.f.-v.h.f., switch-tuned, 2318
for,
transmitting, B. B.C., impedance specification2566,
3469, u.h.f., giving uniform coverage,
vertical radiation patterns of, 1303
theories of, comparative survey of, 1301
combined, for television and u.s.w.
transmitting,
broadcasting, 6
long-wave, wide-band, folded-unipole, at Allouis,

band-III,

1677
rhombic, design of, 2570
u.s.w., wide-band, double-V,

for d.f., 3465

on circular ground screen, impedance of,
vertical,
2308, 2860
waveguide, with inclined open end, 3138
1305
open-ended, calculation of radiation from,
with passive radiating systems, theory of, 1684
with thin aerials
slots, 2863
whip, for mobile operation, design of, 632
Aether drift, experimental investigation of, standing2618
or

microwave method for, 1726,
Alloys, Cu-Ni, resistivity of, 3575

ferromagnetic. See Ferromagnetic materials,
of precise composition, preparation of, 1493
of, 1480
thermoelectric

alloys

power

Altimeters, f.m., low-noise, 1434
Ammeters. See Meters.
Amplifiers, (See also Circuits)
a.f., low-noise, cascode, 2612

pentode, charts for design of, 689
using miniature triodes, 2895, trans1722, using transistors, 1247, 60formerless,
W, high-quality, 2611
push-pull, using transistors, 70, 2617
equivalent-filter theory
RC, for,
negative-feedback,
1719
using transistors, design of, 2059, 2902 valves
Williamson-type,
using tetrode output
with local feedback, 370
a.f. and sub-a.f., feedback, selective, 1362
design of, pole-and-zero method in, 1713,
band-pass,
and stability of 1720
power,

for f.m., alignment of, 481
variable-bandwidth, 3510

for television-receiver
cascode,
PCC84 double triode, 1621

h.f. stage, using
for study of,
method
graphical
cathode-coupled,
2052
cathode-follower, with very high input impedance
and very low input capacitance, for 102-104 c/s,
2053
d.c., using junction-type transistors, 1367
on magnetic modulator, (D)1012
based
using magnetic second-harmonic converter,

688

mains-supplied, linear-response, 2345
effect of unbypassed screennegative-feedback
grid resistors in, 1358
low-drift, wide-band, (D)9parallel-T,
survey of, 1357
using temperature-compensated transistors, 2060
for voltages down to 10-9V, 368

d.c.

to

>30 kc/s, stable, for biological applications,

3511

(D) Discussion

dielectric, design of and (Ba-Sr)TiOs capacitors for,
1368
frequency response of, effect of carrier frequency
on, 2903

materials and circuits for,

100

with low-shunt-cadirect-coupled, power supply 3362
pacitance transformer for,
distributed, for steady-state application and for
waveform amplification, 1359, (D)3176
1721

wide-band, theory of, (D)
with 100-Mc/s bandwidth, 2897
feedback, gain stability of, 1361
and experimental ingalvanomagnetic,of,theoretical
3179
vestigation
triodes, 690
dm4X,
disk-seal
using
grounded-grid, of, 371
uuh.f., stability
of
neutralization
for
radar
and
iif., pentodes in, 97 television,
2056
of,
design
using transistors,
wide-band,
negative-feedback design technique
for, 1009
line, feedback, duplex, design of, 3178
for Swiss coaxial-cable carrier-current systems,
1572
magnetic, amplification of small alternating voltages

as

with, 3512

analogue-computer components,

62

analysis of, 372
core materials for, evaluation of, 466
design of, 99
fast-response, (A) 1364
with and without feedback, 98
new types of, 2614, with preset conhigh-speed,(A)2054
trol,
for multiplication and division, (A) 1723
parallel-connected, analysis of, 2055
response time of, device for improving, lo11,
measurement of, 2722
self-saturating, instability of, (A) 1365
single-core, analysis for, (A)2900
single-phase, self-saturated, analysis for, 2613
with square-loop core materials, theory of, 2615
using standard inductors, 1010
survey of circuits and applications, 691
3-phase transductor circuits for, (D)657
magnetic-inverter, for low-input-power d.c., 73
and mixers, narrow-band, current feedback for
stabilization of, 2885
distortion in, 2050
negative-feedback, harmonic
low-noise, for 10-500 kc/s, 1363
noise factor of, comparison method for determination of, 1008
for recording biopositive-feedback, high-fidelity,
electric potentials, 1360
2051
pulse, using multivibrator principle,transistor,
96
regenerative, using point-contact
with short rise time, using electron-multiplier
valves, 3507

RC-coupled, h.f. compensation
of, 2894

of, 3177

pulse response
selective, for 6.25c/s, design of, 2896
semiconductor, design principle based on negativeresistance and directional properties in, 2901

for sound programme chain, B.B.C., 3508
using surface-barrier transistors, 692
transistors, of junction type, gain-stabilized,
using1366
single- and two-stage, 2346 2616
temperature stabilization of,
transient response of, 342, 1326
two-stage, design of, 2058
of Type CK-722, 2597
unmatched, with very high gain, 3513 of, 1978
measurements
variable-gain, use inof,acoustic
v.h.f., noise factor 369
and u.h.f., noise in, reduction by feedback of,
v.h.f. 2899
video,1231
design charts based on transient response for,
lf. compensation of, 2609, 2898 valves, 367
wide-band, using secondary-emission
of, 3509
stagger-tuned, of,design
1354
tuned, design
Analogues, electrical, 55
in circuAnalyser, for elliptically-polarized-vibrations
lar waveguides, 1500
signals.
radiotelegraph
for
frequency-spectrum,
3306
2474
kc/s,
100
c/s-100
for range
r.f. and a.f., with c.r.o. indication, 3305
1323
pulse-amplitude, for high counting rates,
multichannel, 2016
high-speed, stable,
3486
for,
trigger circuits
Antiferromagnetism, survey paper on, 2920
Astronomy, radio. See Radio astronomy.
Atmosphere, (See also Ionosphere)
conductivity of, over Pacific Ocean, measurements
of, 2401
electrothermal convection in air, 3518
of night3558
glow
A, sky, determination of, 2675
at
ion concentration in nonequilibrium system, 2388
microwvave refractive index of, analogue computer
for solution of equation for, 1760
survey for U. S. regions, 1759,of,2662
718
variations of, measurements
ozone in, daily variation of, at low latitudes, 723

1-3,u

ozone distribution, vertical, during lunar eclipses,
402

1955
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conductivity of, radiosonde measurements
of, 2093
dissociation of 0s in, 1053, 2389
equilibrium height distribution of NO in, 2087
Oi concentration in, vertical distribution of above
100 km, 3208
rocket instrumentation for determining temperature of, 2933
winds in, meteor-trail-echo measurements of,
1424, 1425, 3218
Atmospheric electricity, effective separation of discharging points, 140
enhanced field strength during solar eclipse, 3559
field intensity, agrimeter for recording, 1061
field-mill meters for, 3627, with extended frequency range, 3303
potential gradient, anomalies in, 2946
review of research on, 2947
and v.h.f. long-distance radio transmission, 2497
Atmospherics, generated by convergence of fronts in
upper atmosphere, 3560
h.f.-reception method for locating sources of, 1065
networks of stations for studying, methods of synchronizing observations at, 1064
propagation of, waveguide theory of, 2306
recording of frequency spectrum components over
range 40/cs-16 kc/s, 419
and study of propagation of very long radio waves,
232, 1545
at v.l.f., observations of, 2948
waveforms of, 1427
variation with distance, 420
whistling, investigation of, 142
near 27 kc/s, enhancement of due to Ha radiation
from solar flares, 1406
Atomic constants, hle, new method of determination
of, 2640
Attenuation, measurement at 240 Mc/s-40 kMc/s,
a.m. substitution system for, 803, 1138
Attenuators, constant-resistance types, design of,
chart for, 1342
logarithmic, using triode as variable-impedance element, 2038
microwave, cold-cathode gas-discharge tubes as, 918
low-power, comparison of materials used for, 678
variable, mismatch errors in, measurement of,
2167
rotary-waveguide, wide-band, for frequencies up to
50 kMc/s, 999
precision, using movable resistive vane, 3008
Aurora, absorption zone of, location of, 3224
characteristics and theories of, 141
correlation with geomagnetic and ionosphere variations, 2395
magnetic disturbances and radio echoes associated
with, 3221
modulation of radio waves in, 832
production of, by ionospheric winds, 1770
radio echoes from, at h.f., 3223
at station in geomagnetic latitude 560, 416
at v.h.f., 3222
radio noise from, at 10 cm X, negative result of
search for, 417
and related phenomena, theories of, 2387
35- and 74-Mc/s echoes associated with, 1771
Batteries, (See also Power supplies)
accumulator, recently patented developments in,
2230
dry, using solid ionic conductors, 3048
primary cells, recent patents on, 264
standard, Weston, under current-generating conditions, 3359
Beacons, See Navigation aids.
Blizzards, electrical phenomena associated with, 418
Book notices and reviews, Advances in Electronics,
Vol. IV, 3104
Atomic Energy Research Establishment Report
A.E.R.E. X/R 608, Mode-Separation Theory
for Heavily Strapped Magnetrons, 607
British Standard Glossary of Terms for the Electriupper,

cal Characteristics of Radio Receivers B.S.2065: 1954, 1902
Communication Theory, 2775
Convention Record of the I.R.E., 3103

Electron Optics, 1976
Electronic and Ionic Impact Phenomena, 711
Electronic Measurements, 2733
Flywheel Synchronization of Sawtooth Generators,
880

Funk-Entst6rung, 2211
Die IonosphLre, 421
Kristalloden-Technik, 3425
Luminescence and the Scintillation Counter, 1542
Modulators and Frequency Changes, 1017
Physics and Applications of Secondary Electron
Emission, 2642
Principles of Transistor Circuits, 1016
Radio Research Special Report No. 24, Fundamental Processes of Electrical Contact Phenomena,
122
Radio Research Special Report No. 26, Measurements of Atmospheric Noise at High Frequencies during the years 1945-1951, 842
Small Transformers and Inductors, 3184
Tables of Coefficients for the Numerical Calculation
of Laplace Transforms, 2458
Television, 573
A Textbook of Radar, 3562
Thermionic Valves, their Theory and Design, 3733
Breakdown, in air, at 2-20 Mc/s, experimental investigation of, 2628
in electron-attaching gases, limiting condition for
1380
in gases, conditions in streamer
anode to cathode, 2627

during passage from

ionization processes in, 2358
measurements of, 3191
h.f., low-pressure, secondary-electron resonance
mechanism, 2629
spark, in SF., (A)198
Bridges, a.c., with c.r.o. indicator, 3630
for measurement of resistance or capacitance, with
coupled inductive ratio arms, errors due to imperfect coupling in, 1860
resistance, sensitivity and output formulae for,

(A) 1859
variable-capacitance ratio arms, for testing
coaxial cables. 1668
Broadcasting, of Coronation, technical arrangements
for, 2231
development of. 1920
frequency-channel distribution for uniform coverage
of large areas. 1911
multiplex, f.m., from KE2XCC, 849
Paris centre, architectural design for, 1179
with

programme transmission over Type N carrier-current system, 2768
studios, air-conditioning installations in, acoustical
measurements on, 1656
B.B.C., LH.I, acoustic design of, 3441, Swansea,
technical equipment of, 854
control-room equipment, for binaural transmissions, 1579, programme-fading circuit, 1915
Radio Luxemburg, a.f. equipment of, 529
u.s.w., multiple-programme system as first stage in
television system, 3051
networks for sound and
532

television, planning of,

v.h.f., in Austria, f.m. equipment for, 256, planning
of, 1180
stations, civil-defence system for random switching of, 1578
f.m., remote-control system for, 3043
long-wave, French, at S6lestat and Allouis, 886
1-MW, Voice of America, 3357
RIAS Berlin, monitoring and two-channel operation
of, 1916
v.h.f., in Western Germany, table giving frequency
and power of, 853

Wavre-Overijse, detailed description of, 2772

Cables, coaxial, approximate formulae for calculations
on, 3125
conical connectors for, 3126
using foamed insulation, 3279
in Great Britain, 960, (C)3450
impedance irregularities in, evaluation of at
v.h.f., 1986, pulse method for determination

of, 2173
for Italian communication network, 13
manufacture, laying and splicing of, 1292

production testing at very high frequencies of,

1137
for television, echometer for testing, 1136
transmission characteristics of, 961
transverse Lecher wave in, 622
0.375-inch, precision termination for use in testing, 2178
h.f., characteristic impedance of, standardization of
value of, 2299
testing of, pulse echometer for, amplitude and phase
equalizer for, 3623
pulse methods for, 2464
Calculators, (See also Computers)
slide-rule-type, for circuit parameters, 468
Capacitance, of anchor ring, 3543
and power factor, measurement of, 3007
of spherical capacitor, calculation of, 1396
Capacitors, electrolytic, Ta, C.S.F. types, 2023
film-dielectric, performance of 6 types of, 2585
fixed, miniature, design trends in, 2871
metallization of paper for, 2992

metallized-paper, breakdown and leakage resistance
of, 2595

reliable type of, specifications of, 2585
mica, stability improvement by drying and
2022

nonlinear, BaTiO.,
2594

sealing,

effect of minor constituents

in,

(Ba-Sr)TiO,, for dielectric amplifiers, 1368
variable, design trends in, 3154

micrometer, low-capacitance, 3155
microphony due to vibration of plates, 75
Carbon, formation of, from gaseous hydrocarbons,
analysis of process of, 775
Carrier-current systems, (See also Telegraphy; Telephony)
coaxial-cable, French, S900-101, 2217
review of, 1571
Swiss, repeaters for, 1572
equipment for, French Post Office Type 51L, 1909
unit construction of, 2508
multichannel, interchannel interference in, 847
power-line, multi-purpose, (A) 1570
power and range of, 1569

short-haul, 1177

Philips STR 112, 3034
Cathode-ray oscillographs,

for

3631

for

crystal diode testing,

display and measurement of envelope-delay dis-

with

tortion, 220
gated time marker, 2179

multibeam,

27

Cathode-ray tubes, (See also Counter tubes; Television)
cementing external metal mesh screens to, 916
characteristic-curve index in, experimental determination of, 917
for computer storage systems, advances in, 985
formatron, with predetermined characteristic, 3731
gun assemblies for, production of, 915
with internal magnetic pole-pieces, for sound reproduction, 11
for monitoring magnetic tape recordings, 1290
monoscope, Type-K1043, for computer and other
applications, 3100
negative-ion component of beam in, 3421
screens, comparison of front-viewing and backviewing types, 2690
destruction of luminescence by electron bombardment, 3420
skiatron, development and performance of, 3419
storage-type, direct-viewing, with half-tone display,
1975
metrechon, 3418
with two deflection systems for high-speed pulse
coincidence indication, 2822
with very high writing speed, 1623
with 4-quadrant target, as analogue multipliers,
2583
Cathodes, (See also Electron emission)
capillary, metal, emission constants of, 589
hollow, properties of, 1966
indirectly heated, temperature of, method of measuring, 3405
oxide, in accelerating field, emission from, 3407
alkaline-earth, evaporation characteristics of,
1967
BaO, evaporation from, effects due to films produced by, 2819, regarded as mixed semiconductors, 1968
BaO and SrO, evaporated, thermionic emission
from, 1969
(Ba-Sr)O, diffusion of Ba in, 590. measurements
of coating properties, 3408
changes on activation, 2820
conduction mechanism in, 3409
emission of, decay of, due to adsorption of matter
from anode, 2264, relation to size and shape
of carbonate crystals, 2265
flicker effect in, theory of, 606
interface impedance developed on aging, 1620
interface resistance in, prevention of, 1256
moulded, preparation and performance of, 1255,
2818, 3728
negative-ion emission from, 2815, 2816
reactions with gases at very low pressures, 3406
in receiving valves, life of, (D)906
space-charge effect in coating of, 591, 3094
spherical, hollow, I/V characteristic of, 596
theoretical study based on chemistry of, 592
ThO,, with Mo base, emission from, 1258
ThO, and ZrO,, activation of, 2817
ZrO2, properties of, 1257
Th and ThO2, emission characteristics of, 1619
Charging, contact, between a borosilicate glass and
Ni, 2622, 3516
review of, 1377
Circuit theory, (See also Networks, theory of)
normalization of frequency dependence in, 2024
pass band and time constant, relations between, 664
Circuits, (See also Networks)
a.g.c., cyclically gated, for navigation and telemetry
receivers, 2677
for modulator, 885
amplifier, response to linearly varying input, 988
clipping, with automatic control of mark/space
ratio, 3175
counter, bidirectional, for optical interferometry,
etc., 1527
multidecade, using EIT counter tubes, 986
multistable trigger chain, 3485

coupled inductively, high-Q, analysis of, 1335

d.c. restoring, for variable-width pulses, 679
differentiating, using feedback amplifiers, 669

Eccles-Jordan, design of, 1348

feedback, using junction transistors, analysis of,
2874
flip-flop, design of, graphical method for, 2589
gate, using crystal diodes, 74
integrating, for magnetic-field measurements, 2610
Miller, as sawtooth-voltage generators, 94
noise discriminator, using gating and integrating
circuits, 2047
nonlinear, graphical analysis of, 1329
integral-equation technique for analysing, 2596
oscillatory, damped, field quantization applied to,
2602

phase-to-amplitude conversion, d.f., octantal error
in, 146
phase-shifting, r.m.s.-sensitive, 2324
plated, flexible, manufacture of, 695
printed, design of and manufacturing sources in
U.S.A., 2064
foil technique for, 374
nitric acid as etchant for, 2906
standards and conditions of test for, 2065
pulse-selector, time-discriminating, 1007
resonant, RLC, cascaded, response to pulse trains of,

2034
for sine-wave to

pulse conversion, using transistors,

portable, high-speed, with asymmetrical thyratron
timebase, 1862

2344
switching, flip-flop, high-speed, bistable, 2329, simple method of design for, 348

Cathode-ray oscilloscopes, single-gun, four-beam, e.s.,

transistor, (C)659, speed of response of, 2592
transistor, simplified calculations for, 2057
transitron, direct-coupled, characteristics and applications of, 3182

for vector
219

1624

representation of sinusoidal voltages, 217,

2270

voltage calibrator for, 218

random selector, 2591
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trigger, sensitive, with stable threshold, 3486
valve, analysis of, using block diagrams, (A)1346,
2604
Clocks, (See also Time)
atomic, and frequency standard using ammonia
line, 3287
quartz, annual fluctuations in error and frequency
drift, 1848
quartz-tuning-fork-controlled, 3616
Coils, a.f., 'Maxwell' type, calculation of tapping
points for, 1328
variable, high Q, 346
air-cored, for crossover networks, design of, 656
with ferroxcube cores, tolerances and temperature
coefficient of, 345
h.f., air-cored, for high currents, design of, 2021
iron-cored, approximate composite-straight-line
characteristics for investigating, 649
high-Q, not carrying d.c., design charts for, 72
iron-free, with reduced external field, design of, 2020
natural frequencies of, (A)655, 3483
temperature fields in, relaxation-method computation for, 2587
Communication, theory of, application of, to assessment of measurement accuracy, 794, to comparison of modulation methods, 1174, data transmission systems, 253, (D)1907, to telegraphy, 1175
bibliography of, 1566
biological applications of, 252
capacity of noisy channel, 254
correlation in, 846
distinction between data transmission and

new

knowledge, 3032
entropy of German language, 3675
error-correcting code for constant-data-rate sys-

tems, 3674
fundamentals of, 1567
introduction to, 844, 845

least-squares-smoothing technique for separating
signal from noise in, 2216
negentropy principle of information in, 3033
probability of events applied in telecommunication, 2214
two types of error due to noise in binary-code systems, 2215

-equipment, (See also individual subjects)
on aircraft, protection against atmospheric discharges, 1586
compressor-expander system, of French Post Office,
1725
marine, made in Eastern Germany, 258
U.S.A., 531
designed to operate under adverse conditions, reduction of contact potential at metal junctions
in, 2348

tuning and channel-selection devices for, 1178
v.h.f, using few crystals to control large number of
u.s.w. and s.w.,

frequency channels, 1913
for v.h.f. radio link, design of, 851
3 30-Mc/s, for aircraft and ship service, survey of,
3035
-systems, (See also Carrier-current systems;
Radio links; Radio-telegraphy; Radiotelephony;

Telegraphy; Telephony)
air/ground, assessment of information content of
messages, 2773
channel allocation problems in, 2774
record of contact during London-to-Christchurch
flight, 1581
v.h.f., United Air Lines network developments,

1182
for aircraft, s.s.b., controlled-carrier, 2512
'ambiguous-index,' (D) 1568
for binary-coded messages, comparison of modulation systems for, 1560
for civil defence in U.S.A., 2764
comparison of, in relation to Shannon's theory,
1906
for Coronation ceremony and festivities, 251

f.m., frequency-division multiplex, echo distortion
in, 247
marine, 1919
microwave, in congested areas, planning of, 3676
for mines, 20 kc/s-100 Mc/s, experiments on, 3683
mobile, design and operation of, 3682
multiplex, microwave, for Allied Forces in
Europe, 850

for New Jersey turnpike, 2769
v.h.f., design of, 1914
multichannel, delay networks for time selection in,
2509
multiplex, time-division, synchronization of, 3677
naval, problems and developments in, 1181
p.p.m., adapted for simultaneous transmission of
radio programmes, 3041
s.s.b., polyphase technique for obtaining selectiv-

ity in, 1910

statistical methods applied to, symposium on, 3031
two-channel, using a.m. of opposite sign, 1176
using double amplitude modulation, 1561
3-30-Mc/s, for aircraft and ship service, survey of,
3035

Components, design of, physics and chemistry
volved in, 2062
for severe conditions of use, design of, 651

Computers, (See also Correlation)

in-

analogue, a.c. network analyser for power systems,
3147
aircrew training equipment using, 3477
amplitude comparator for, 3474
analyser of algebraic polynomials, 2582

application

to economic

problems,

d.c., partial drift compensation in,

56

2002

differential analysers, electronic function generator for, 2868, error analysis of, 643, generalpurpose, 1312, comprising lf. oscillator, 1321
with discontinuously operating elements, 3475
electric, operating principles of, 1314
electrical resolvers, industrial applications of, 337
electronic, for ratio of slowly varying potentials,
3148
electronic differential analysers, engineering application of, 50, solution of simultaneous differential equations by, 51
for feedback control systems, 982
high-speed, for product integrals, 1313
input/output unit for, 49

using magnetic amplifiers, 62
multiplier for, using a.m.-f.m. circuit, 63, using
balanced modulators for, 1322, beam-tube
type, 2583, electronic type, 1310, high-speed,
time-sharing technique, 2319, based on
linear-to-logarithmic converter for, 3476,

for

using modulated pulses, 1309

network analysers using transformers as multi-

pliers, 983
in noise studies, 52

photoelectric integrator,
principles of, 55

3149

for determining pulse-width ratios,

976

quantity production, 644
giving ratio between two input voltages,

for

2321

resistance-network, for differential equations,
3143, improved iteration method of operating, 2011
scale factors for, 2318
with servomechanisms, 646
simulator for hydraulic servomechanism, (D)981
for solution of radio refractive-index equation, 1760
for solving nonlinear partial differential equations, 2317
stabilization of d.c. amplifiers in, 2013
for summation of Fourier series, 3142
survey of, 1311
using thermal transducer, 2003
analogue and digital, comparison of, 27
solutions of boundary-value problems on, 2575
analogue-to-digital converter for, 2576
digital, ACE, Hg-delay-line storage system for, 61,

(D)2012

analogue-to-digital converters for, 46, 339, 645
application of, in automatic telephone switching,
64, in business accounting, 3140, in logistics
research, 35, to physical problems, 1319

arithmetic unit for, 2580
automatic office installation, LEO, 3473
Bendix differential analyser, 37
binary counter with temporary storage facilities

for, 42

coded-decimal-number systems for, 44
of recent models, 642
C.S.I.R.O. Mark I, Hg delay line storage unit for,
2578, programme design for, 640, 641
design of or-and-or pyramids for, 40

comparison

digital-to-analogue

converter, with

shaft-rota-

tion-angle indication, 3141
divider with closed feedback loop for, 2322
DYSEAC, special facilities provided in, 2320
EDVAC, magnetic drum storage for, 53
as elements in control systems, smoothing of
servational data by, 48
e.m. clutch for, 45
flip-flop

ob-

chains for decimal and duodecimal scales

in, 2010

Fosdic microfilm-reading input device for,

2004

frequency analysis of, 1317
high-speed, circuit technique
IBM

Type-701,

for, 2009
29, arithmetic unit of, 30, system

design of, 28
ILLIAC, fault detection in,

34

and information-handling systems,
gebra applied to, 57, (C)1318

introduction to, 22
magnetic and dielectric-hysteresis

Boolean al-

elements

1320

magnetic-drum technique

for,

storing

for combined

and reading, 43

magnetic switching

circuits for, 2581
at Manchester University, 978, 979, 2577

NAREC, circuits of,

33

programme control of, 977
programming for, 25, influence on design
punched-card reader for, 2008
Remington-Rand Type 409-2,

of, 26

36

SEAC, design

and operation of, 32
SEAC and DYSEAC, circuit techniques
39
Se-disk rectifiers in, 3146

used

in,

serial, analogue-to-digital converter for, 47
shift registers using transistors, 2869
storage systems for, c.r.-tube type, 980, c.r.-tube
type, advances in, 985, diode-capacitor elements for, 1315, e.s., Williams type, auto-

matic beam stabilization for, 1687, magnetic
and ferroelectric, 2579, magnetic-core mat-

rix, 59, magnetic-drum, for automatic telephone switching, 65, magnetic-drum, 'dead

programmes

for, 54, magnetic-drum, design
chart for, 338. based on photographic tech66,
survey of, 41, (C)1316. 2005
niques,
survey of capabilities and limitations of, 23

SWAC, design

theory

of

and

logical

UNIVAC,

valve

operation of,

nets

valve reliability in,

non-numerical,

relay-circuit

and

applied to,

programme

for,

31

647

984

analyser,

statistical, application

24

60

to

3152

magnetized at two or more frequencies, iron losses
in, 1492
toroidal, ferrite, for computer storage devices, 2007
metal-ribbon for computer storage devices, field
in, 2006
for wide-band transformer, insulated by cataphoresis, 3612
Correlation, in communication engineering, 846
functions, computers for, 3144
short-time, correlatograph for lf. sounds, 58
Wiener-Khintchine theorem, generalization of to
nonstationary processes, 3286
Cosmic radiation, r.f., (See also Radio astronomy;
Solar radiation)
from cosmic-ray electrons, quantitative investigation of, 1397
discrete sources of, brightness distribution over,
1754
distribution of, 333
nature of, 2380, (C)3206
extragalactic, 1047
from spiral nebula M.81, 1046
galactic, attenuation by ionosphere of, 2397
discrete sources of, with angular widths >10,
2653, scintillations of, 1756, supernovae as,

2083
measurement of angular width of source of, 2657
model representing sources of, 397
sea interferometer for studying, 1755

Mc/s, between declinations +50° and
-500, 2654
at 400 Mc/s, observation of galactic nucleus, 2932
at

100

origin of, 125, (D)2379

from Perseus cluster, 2652
source in Cygnus I, fine structure of, 1410
source in Gemini, accurate observations of, 1753
sources in Cygnus and Cassiopeia, intensities at
22.6 Mc/s. 2651
394
from supergalaxy, at 250
at 18.3 Mc/s, survey of, 2656
at 18.3 Mc/s and 100 Mc/s, comparison of, 2655

Mcls,

38

automata, survey of,

Conduction, anomalous skin effect in anisotropic
metals, 3521, 3522
anomalous skin effect in metals, effect of relaxation
on microwave measurements of, 2625
evaluation of surface impedance, 1733
in magnetic field, 2624
and reflectivity of metals, 2626, 3523
electronic, in solids, mechanism of, 2354
in halide-contaminated ice, mechanism of, 2966
at low temperatures, 1369
Conductivity, of jet exhaust, measurements on. 3620
of pressed powders, 2439
of weakly ionized gas, subjected to oscillating electric and constant magnetic field. 1030
Conductors, cylindrical, current distribution in, 3520
impedance to current pulses, 383
skin effect in, during transient period, 382
linear, near boundary of two media, field of, 1040
parallel to intersecting conducting planes, electric
field of, 3189
pulsed currents in, density distribution of, 2067
temperature of, measurement of, based on noise in,
2480
Conferences and conventions, acoustics, Delft, 1953,
919; automatic regulation, U.S.S.R., 1953, 3637;
barium titanate accelerometers, Washington,
May 1953, 489; British Association Section A,
Sept. 1953, recent progress in dielectrics, 779;
C.C.I.R., 6th Plenary Assembly, Geneva, 1951,
recommendations of, 1587; electron microscopy,
London, Nov. 1953. 3330; I.E.E. symposium on
insulating materials, March 1953, 1123; international electroacoustics, Netherlands, 1953, full
proceedings, 1977; ionization phenomena in gases,
Oxford, 1953, 701; I.R.E. National Convention
record, 3103; luminescence of inorganic phosphors, Cambridge, April 1954, 2958; microwave
optics, Montreal, 1953, 705; radio astronomy,
Jodrell Bank, July 1953, 714, Washington 1954,
2378; radio interference, London, 1953, 1556;
radio meteorology, Texas, Nov. 1953, 230, 2751;
rockets for exploration of upper atmosphere. Oxford, 1953, 130; servomechanisms, San Francisco,
1953, 2776; sound recording, Paris, 1954, 2560;
U. S. Navy symposium on tropospheric propagation, 1953, 503
Contacts, carbon, relation between behaviour and
structure of, 1113
Control systems, (See also Electronic applirations;
Frequency control; Servomechanisms; Telecontrol)
analysis and design of, 261
automatic, with 'memory' element, 884, 1600
U.S.S.R. conference on, 3637
feedback, analysis by root-locus method, 1184
nonlinear, frequency response of, 3684
synthesis by root-locus method, 1185
on/off, design charts for, 533
for optical scanning system, 2008
process, electrical, (D)1155
use of statistical computers in, 3145
sampled-data, analysis of, 1189
Converters, (See also Image converters)
d.c./a.c., using thyratron inverter circuit, 2224
using Type-PL21 thyratron inverter, 534
Cores, (See also Coils)
for digital-computer storage devices, testing sense
of flux in, (A)2468, 3298
ferrite, stressed, for switching and storage devices,
2586
high-permeability, demagnetization coefficients of,

control,

Cosmic rays, origin of, theory of, 2929
Counter tubes, (See also Valves)

1955
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cold-cathode, decade, using asymmetrical cathodes,
1265
decade, Type EIT, with ribbon beam, 603, 660
for decade counting circuits, survey of, 1625
Counters, using dekatrons, 350
G-M, Ar-filled, mechanism of discharge in, 1538
dead time of, effect on pulse-frequency indication,
3331, measurement of, 228
discharge and post-discharge phenomena in, Xray investigation of, 1539
electron transit times in, 2742
with external cathode and methyl-alcohol filling,
1879, 2490
halogen-quenched, build-up of, 1880, with transparent films as cathodes, 501
with mixtures of rare gas and organic vapour,
1540
pulsed, response of, 2491
review of principles and technology of, 2743
self-quenching, temperature dependence of, 2741,
velocity of discharge propagation in, 2194
starting potential of, 502
particle, radiation-detection instruments using, design of, 3659
review of developments in, 2193
stochastic theory of, 1878
proportional, dependence of output-pulse height on
track orientation, 500
pulse, circuit with correction for finite resolving
time, 3318
scaling unit, using cold-cathode tubes, 3487
five-decade, using dekatrons, 2593
scintillation, using anthracene crystal, efficiency of,
1160
using photomultipliers, stabilization of, 1156
for radioactivity prospecting, 1161
Couplers, directional, using open-wire lines, 987
Crystals, (See also Piezoelectric crystals; Quartz crystals)
aggregates with random nucleation, interface area,
edge length, and number of vertices in, 458
alkali-halide, colour centres in, survey of work since
1946, 2989
diffusion in, effects of temperature gradients on,
1122, (D)1837
electronic polarizability of, 1394
growth of, tip-fusion method for, 2708
ionic, energy of trapped electrons in, 1112
lattice imperfections in, effect on properties of solids
of, 1491
physical properties of, and symmetry relations, 457
polar, electron-lattice interaction in, 1395
structure of, relation to physical properties, 456
ZnS, grown by sublimation in H atmosphere, special
properties of, 1097
Current, direct, very small, measurement of, review of
methods for, 1852
induced, in conducting ribbon, by parallel current
filament, distribution of, (A)704, 1998
standard, using magnettor principle, 2718
Delay device, variable, using magnetic drum, 322
Delay lines, (See also Transmission lines, delay)
ultrasonic, equivalent-network representation for,
989
fused-quartz, 666
metal, 2014, 2905
Demodulation, a.m., synchronous systems, history of,
2207
Demodulators, f.m., high-linearity, with one rectifier,
1895
Detection, of signal with interference, by linear detectors, 3343
of signals in noise, 1900
statistical theory of, 3031
Detectors, error-voltage, diode-bridge type, 3181
microwave, diode, large transit-angle, 3096
superregenerative, theoretical and experimental investigation of, 2761
u.h.f., using magnetostrictive ferrites, 2904
Diagrams, for electronic apparatus, technique of preparation of, 3428
Dielectric constant, of amorphous Se, at X 1 cm and
3 cm, 1790
at cm and mm X, measurement of, 801
of condensa and epsilan, at tenth-mm X, 464
of gases, at u.h.f. measurement of, 1133, 1134
of liquids, at cm X, measurement of, 3621
measurement of, substitution method for, 1132
at mm X, spectrometer for measurement of, 1135
of plastics, variation with applied electric field, 752
of semiconducting ferromagnetics, theory of measurement of, 2724
of suspension of spherical particles of polystyrene in
liquid, 159
Dielectric properties, of ammonia, at cm X, measurement of, 1854
dielectric hysteresis and elastic after effect, experimental investigations of, 2963
dielectric loss change (photodielectric effect), survey of work on, 2692
of liquids, at dm X, determination of, 2171
r.f. Debye absorption, survey of, 2693, 2694
of water and aqueous solutions, at microwave frequencies, 109
Dielectrics. See Insulating materials.
Diffraction, acoustic, by circular aperture, 299
of cm waves, by cylinders, 3538
of e.m. waves, by aperture in plane conducting
screen, 709, 2078
by circular aperture, validity of approximate formulae for, 3536
by disk, circular aperture or ellipsoid, 379
near earth's surface, (C)828
by ideally conducting half-plane, 2351
in irregular refracting medium, 1730

by mountains, theory of, 229
by parallel half-planes, 710
by perfectly conducting wedge, 2077
spheroidal-vector-wave-function solution of, 708,
(C)2639
by strip or slit, approximate solution for, 2350
by strip-gratings, rigorous analysis for, 1374
by wedges, in parallel-plate region, 1744
by parallel planes, 2908
of plane e.m. wave, by circular waveguide, 1020
of pulse, by wedge, 378
by sphere, taking account of surface wave, 3537
theory of, review of, 2909
Direction finders, c.r., bearings of two interfering
transmitters determined by, 2096
simplified type, for locating thunderstorms, 3226
using cyclical measurement of phase, comparison
with U-Adcock type, 143
wave-interference errors in, 144
elevated-aerial, effective polarization on, 145
fixed-Adcock, errors in, 736

on ships, influence of other aerials on board on ac-

curacy of, 2403
v.h.f., Type AD200, octantal error in phase-toamplitude conversion circuit of, 146

Direction

finding, using pulsed transmissions,

com-

parison with c.w. transmissions, 735
u.s.w., wide-band double-V aerial system for, 3465
Discharge tubes, (See also Valves)
cold-cathode, as microwave attenuators, 918

glow, voltage-regulator, Types 85A1, 85A2, 7475
and S130, impedance/frequency characteristics
of, 3101
neon, for electrical measurements, 203

Discharges, (See also Breakdown)
arc, field-emission-initiated, 1025, 1026
hydrogen, r.f. noise produced by, 2070
r.f. oscillations in, 389
in astrophysical systems, 123
in axial magnetic field, measurements of potential
distribution in, 1378
in compressed air or COs, between point and plane,
2917
corona, between cylindrical electrodes, 2630
electron liberation by positive-ion impact,
2357

2356,

glow, in air at normal pressure, 2069

theory based on hollow-cathode effect in, 3526
h.f., electrodeless conductivity of, 2915, growth of,
113
measurement of admittance

of, 205

striated, 3524, 3525
intermittent, decay of space charge in, 2068
low-pressure, theory of positive column, 1381
microwave, between coaxial cylinders, radial extent
of glow in, 2916
low-pressure, measurement of gas temperature of
3423

quantitative development of, 1734
self-supporting, in transverse magnetic field, current/voltage characteristic of, 2914
in space-charge field, electron-energy distribution
in, 3192
spark, effect of injecting ions in, 1379
equation for, use of I.P.M.-Ott integrator
for solving, 699
initiation of, 385
with R and L in circuit, calculation for, 698
survey of recent work on, 384
in transverse magnetic field, ignition mechanism
696
ignition voltage of, 112

of

Discriminators, frequency, linear, for u.h.f. f.m.
radio links, effect of residual a.m. in, 237
using triode as gated rectifier, 2347
Distortion, definitions of various types, I.R.E. Standard 53 I.R.E. 4S1, 1693
echo, of a.m. and f.m. signals, 245
in f.m. multiplex R/T, 247
of f.m. signals, evaluation of, 1325
frequency, correction of, general method for, 1324
harmonic, of f.m. waves by linear networks, 2503
measurement of, 1509
in negative-feedback amplifiers, 2050
intermodulation, in power-law devices, formulae for,

650
in rectifier modulators, 2531

nonlinear, in class-B push-pull amplifier with output
transformer, 1236

of f.m. signals, 1689
of f.m. wave passing through mismatched quadripole, 3164
in gramophone reproduction, measurement of,
476
measurement of, 1139, comparison of harmonic
and intermodulation methods for, 3624
of N.W.D.R. transmitters, subjective investigations of, 3709
phase, of f.m. signal due to carrier distortion, 3350

of pulses,

in coaxial line,

translation, 2298

by RC sections, 2032

reduction by frequency

of television-picture signals, 2515
Electrets, carnauba-wax, experimental investigation
of, 3241
with heterocharges, experimental investigation of,
1071, 3242
materials, theory and applications, 1443
semipermanent polarization of, 107
Electric field, induced in earth, due to variations in
vertical component of geomagnetic field, 3547
Electroacoustics, international congress, Netherlands,
1953, full proceedings, 1977
Electrodynamics, classical, theory of action at a distance in, some consequences of, 3200

29

Coulomb force and Ampare force, 2923

based on field rather than potential, 2367
formulation of laws in terns of conservation of circulation, 2075
general equations for force between current elements, 2922
theory based on force between charged particles,
2924
variational formulation of multistream field equations, 387
Electroluminescence, (See also Phosphors)
experimental results, theoretical interpretation of,
1728
as illumination source, 3636
of insulated semiconductor particles, mechanism of,
1787
phase of brightness variations in alternating field,
2108
theory of, 1373
use of colour film for demonstrating, 377
Electrolyte tank, accurate mapping of e.s. fields in,
(D) 1146
Electrolytes, a.c. space-charge polarization effects in,
theory of, 1024
Electromagnetic field, calculation of, Green's functions for, (A)2912
of dipole source, 3201
due to line source adjacent to conducting halfplane, analysis for, 1745
scalar representation of, 1739
over stratified conductor, 1746
Electromagnetic induction, in conducting sheet due to
current-carrying loop, 119
formulation of law based on 'flux line,' 1034
due to movement of material in magnetic field, 118,
388, 1035
due to moving charge, 1740
Electromagnetic theory, derivation of Maxwell's
equations by statistical ensemble-averaging
method, 1390
general formulae for polarized media, 3198
introduction of 'reaction' concept, 3199
reciprocity theorems in, 1738
substitute for Maxwell's tensor, 2368
Electrometers, high-sensitivity, monofilar, 1511
quadrant, portable, high-sensitivity, 806
using tetrode valves, stabilization with respect to
heating voltage of, 3006
vibrating-needle type, 2177
Electromotive force, developed by creeping Zn crystal, 1022
measurement of, theory of, 1131
Electron beams, with circular paths, analysis for, 1382
focused, deflected, intensity distribution over spot,
2269
focusing by space-periodic fields, 3099

high-current, focusing of, multiple-magnetic-lens
system for, 2262
high-energy, bunch length in, measurement of, 1519
inhomogeneous, space-charge waves in, 1945
Lv., focusing of, by spatially alternating magnetic
fields, 911
in magnetic fields, 'Brillouin flow' taking account of
thermal velocities in, 1028
in narrow tubes, with magnetic focusing, calculation
of current in, 903
noise distribution in, and cathode boundary conditions, 2271
with rotational symmetry, calculation of electrode

shapes for, 2268
space-charge-wave amplification by periodic change
of beam impedance in, 2811
space-charge-wave propagation in, transmissionline analogue for studying, 2810
strip, constrained by magnetic field, electron
trajectories in, 3078
Electron emission, (See also Cathodes, Photoelectric
emission)
exo-, and luminescence, parallelism between, 2907
field-type, and gas adsorption, 576
at medium field strengths, 3193
from Ni single crystals, 2071
space-charge effects in, 1027
from W single crystal, experiments on, 761
resulting from ion impact on Mo and C targets, 386
from metals, work function for, 2073, effect of
oxide coating on, 1385
secondary, Auger peaks in energy spectra of, 1386
average yield for pyrex for Maxwellian electron
energy distribution, 2632
from BeCu, energy distribution of, 1481
due to bombardment with multiple-charge ions,
1383
from Cu crystals with Cu20 crystal coating,
energy distribution of, 2918
effective depth of, 2363
energy distribution of, circuit for determining,
3527
field dependent, mechanism of, 774
in glow cathodes with semiconducting layer,
fatigue in, 2919
from impurity semiconductors, 762
ion-neutralization process in relation to, 700
measurements of. inaccuracy due to positive-ion
formation, 2361
mechanism of, 2360
of MgO single crystals, 114, energy and temperature dependence of, 3194
of Ni and Mo, 2362

from semiconductors,
2132
angular distribution of, 1946
theory of, 1029
from thoria, 3529
time delay of, (C)1601
thermionic, anomalous, from W heated by high-

from soot,

current-density pulses, 3528
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work function of irregular metal surfaces, 2631
Electron guns, for crossed-field devices, adiabatic

theory of, 3727
with nonrotational symmetry, theory of, 1262
theoretical determination of electrode shape, 912
Electron interactions, collective description of, in degenerate electron gas, 1375
in metals, 1376
in plasma, 1021
Electron lenses, caustic surfaces of, measurement of,
823
chromatic aberration of, 2487
cylindrical, slotted, for analysing velocities, 3654
e.s., coaxial-cylinder, axial potential of, 1877
correction by departure from symmetry, 824
cylindrical, symmetrical, potential distribution
of, 3329
three-electrode, axial potential of, calculation of,

2488
univoltage, focal lengths of, determination of,
825, properties of, 1158, 3651, strong, trajectories in, 1159
grid-type, focusing high-energy particles with, 227
magnetic, aberrations due to mechanical defects,
1534
image distortion due to pole-piece asymmetry in,
1157
measurement of field in, 3658
stigmator for, 2489
rotationally symmetrical, calculation of paths in,
1537
Electron microscopes, high-resolution, new principle
for, 1876
image formation in, 2740
effect of specimen thickness and electron energy
on, 2192
low-distortion double projection lens for, 3652
with magnetic objectives, effect of departures from
rotational symmetry in, 3650
photoemission-type, 3656

secondary-emission type, for revealing magnetic
inhomogeneities, 2739

stereograms from, production of, 3657
Type E.M.4, 3648
Electron microscopy, application at A.E.I. Research
Laboratory, 2740
at Cambridge, 2740
conference in London, Nov. 1953, 3330
French work in during 1952-1953, 2740
replicas for, high-resolution, preparation of, 3328
shadowing technique for, 3653
Swiss work in, 2740

Electron motion, in electric and magnetic fields, 105,
1384

Electron multipliers, See Photocells and Valves.
Electron optics, double focusing by two-magnet
tem. 498

sys-

focusing charged particles, 3541
magnetic and electric fields with cylindrical and
mirror symmetry, 2191
relativistic aberration functions in, 3649

schlieren technique for studying e.m. fields,

1536

shadow method of mapping magnetic fields, 2465
wave-mechanics theory of, 499
Electron spectrographs, e.s., developed from electron
microscope, 3655
Electron trajectories, automatic plotting of, use of
electrolyte tank for, 3304
numerical integrations of equation of, 1535
Electronic applications, (See also Control systems;
Heating; Photocells, applications of)
aircrew

training equipment using analogue

com-

puters, 3477; air-warfare game, 2187; blind
guiding device, 3641; electrocardiology, re-

sultant dipole of heart, 2735; flying-spot
ner
for studying visual perception,

scan-

1541;

metal detector, simplified
construction,
ASDET, 3315; microwave technique for observing commutator surfaces during operation,
2736; monitoring high-speed phenomena, 3319;
nondestructive testing of materials,

3313;

in

oil industry, 3660; photoelectric device for in-

dicating position of rotating shaft, 812; presshort-time-

sure measureme-nt in i.c.e., 3332;
interval measurement using two

photocells,

3617; tachometer, using cold-cathode tubes for
visual display, 1153; thermostat, with variableduty-factor heating cycle, 3312; vibration
meter, self-contained, 3309; vibration methods
of testing, 1881
Electronic engineering, developments in, 1267
Electronic equipment, for aircraft, reliability of, improvement of, 609
automatic assembly of, 694
construction of, modern techniques for, 101
manufacture of, importance of physics in, 897
modular design and mechanized production in,
3432

mechanized production of, N.B.S. methods for, 693
temperature calculations for, 291
Electrons, classical theory of, 2066, 3188
and crystal-lattice vibrations, model for investigating interaction between, 108, 3517
energy loss in passage through thin films, 2352

high-energy, deflection in magnetized iron, 1041
new classical theory of, 3187

slow, effect of bombardment of thin films by, 1748
motion of in air, with application to ionosphere,
106

Electrophoresis, insulation of transformer-core tapes
by, 3612

in valve manufacture, 3720

Electrostatics, field and induction of point charge in
space, 2353
Equalization, (See also Networks; Transmission lines)

comparison of time-function and frequency-function methods for, 2598
Exhibitions, British Instrument Industries, London,
1953, 608; components, Paris, 1954, 3426; German Industries, Hanover, 1954, 3427; German
radio, Diisseldorf, 1953, 292; Hanover Technical
Fair, 1953, electrical measurement equipment at,
208, radio, television and electroacoustic apparatus at, 293; Leipzig fair, 1953, 610; Lyons

fair, 1954, Soviet radio equipment at, 3431;

Physical Society, 1954, 2272; R.E.C.M.F., London, April 1954, 2063; S.B.A.C., Farnborough,
1954, 3734; 16th Salon national, Paris, 1953,
radio and television at, 1171; 20th Salon de
l'A&onautique, 1953, 1268; 21st National Radio,
London, 1954, 3735

Faraday effect, cm-\, experimental investigation of,
3202
in ferrites, 995
in waveguides and cavity resonators, 2987
at microwave frequencies, medium-boundary effects
in, 2927
in waveguides containing anisotropic media, 1300

Ferrimagnetic materials, ferrites, after-effects in, 3605
as core materials for magnetic heads, 2846
of Dy and Er, thermomagnetic study of, 3274
fermalite, fernilite and fercolite, 1827
ferromagnetic resonance of, 1832, effect of anisotropy and relaxation phenomena on, 2713
ferroxcube, measurement of properties of, 207
ferroxcube IV, thermal effects accompanying
magnetization of, 177
ferroxdure, BaO.6Fe2O:, with preferred orientation, 184, domain-wall displacements in, 179
Gd, thermomagnetic study of, 3273
magnetic phenomena in, 175
magnetic resonance phenomena in, 2144
magnetostrictive, as u.h.f. detectors, 2904
Mg, dielectric behaviour of, 1107, investigation
by heat treatment, 1108
MgAlMn, having low loss at 4 kMc/s, 3607
Mg-Mn, commercially available, 2146
microwave Faraday effect in, 995
mixed, cation distributions in, 2986
mixed crystals of, spontaneous magnetization of,
calculation of, 3606
Mn, Mg and Co, magnetic susceptibility of, 2443
modern developments in, 178, 1823
Ni, mixed with nickel titanate, magnetic properties of, 2711
Ni-Fe, temperature dependence of resonance line
width in, 2446
Ni-Zn, magnetic-dispersion spectrum of, 2710,
temperature dependence of magnetization of,
1488
nickel ferrite aluminate, g factor of, 2985, resonance

absorption in, 2145

nickel ferrite-aluminates and -gallates, 1830
properties and applications, 1487, 3608
rare-earth, influence of ionic diameters on properties of, 1109, molecular theory of, 3275
relaxation of permeability in, effect of dimensions
and compression on, 1829
relaxation phenomena in, 2445
resonance absorption in, 2712
magnetic resonance in, 1828
measurement of permeability tensor in, 769
spinels, ionic distribution deduced from g-factor
of, 1831
Ferroelectric materials, BaTiOs, colloidal, properties
of, 3244
double hysteresis loop of at Curie temperature,
195

effect of two-dimensional pressure on, 2116
temperature

changes of properties of, 1116

variation of hysteresis loop with age,

1117

BaTiOs single crystals, dielectric properties of, 751
domain clamping effect in, 3245
BaTiOs-PbZrOs solid solutions, experimental deter-

mination of, 1446
cadmium and lead niobates, 1072, 1073
ceramics, coefficients of, methods for measurement
of, 2720
effects of aging on, 1444
colloidal, theory of, 1445
domain-boundary movements in, possible mechanism of, 3243
KH2PO,, colloidal, properties of, 776
KNbOs, third phase transition in, 2115
Pb(NbO3)2, properties of, 1448
PbZrO,, antiferroelectric-ferroelectric phase transition in, 3246

PbZrOs and PbTiO,, solid solutions of, 1121
perovskite-type mixed-crystal titanates, properties
of, 3572
Rochelle-salt, experimental investigation of, 2965
theory of, 2964
titanates, experimental

investigation of, 194

solid solutions of, phase transitions in, 3278
Ferroelectricity, in BaTiO, and other perovskite-type
crystals, and crystal structure, 2410
origin of, 1789
Ferromagnetic materials, alloys, with a-Fe lattice,
after-effect in, 1822
binary, saturation magnetization of, theory of,
1105
Cr-Te, ferromagnetic resonance in, 180
Gd-Mg, 185
Ni-Fe, magnetic viscosity of, temperature de-

pendence of, 181, oriented, recent progress in
manufacture of, 453
Ni-Mn, effect of composition on change of resistance in magnetic field, 1820
precipitation, magnetic viscosity in, 3272
Pt-Co, magnetic viscosity of, 767

April
Si-Fe, for communication applications, (A)771,
grain-oriented and singie-crystal, powder

patterns of, 770, preparation of large single
crystals of, 182, single crystals, domain
processes in, 451
16% Al-Fe, cold-rolled at 5750C, 2456
armco iron, influence of domain thickness on permeability of, 3271
with large domains, permeability at 0-7000 Mc/s
of, 2984
cementite (Fe,C), experimental investigation of,

1104
for cores, assessment of variability of,
evaluation of, 466

183

Curie points of, change of with pressure, 2142
diffusion-after-effect in, variation with induction,

3197
in weak alternating fields, 2637
domains in, observation of by longitudinal Kerr
effect method, 2441
Fe, thin films of, magnetization of, 2709
Fe and Ni, Curie temperatures of, effect of pressure

on, 2143

effect of plastic deformation on magnetization of,
1835
ferrites. See Ferrimagnetic materials.
hard, theory of hysteresis in, 2141
iron amalgam, effect of grain size on magnetic properties of, 449
irons and steels, permeability of, dependence on
mechanical stress of, 2440
irreversible after-effect in, 2074
magnetic viscosity of, 176
magnetization curves for single crystals, influence
of domain structure on, 117
magnetostriction in, expressed in terms of external
field, 2988, 3276
manganites, experimental investigation of, 3604

maximum-stability state in, definition of, 1102
metals, apparent permeabilities at cm X of, experi-

mental determination of, 1505
metals and alloys, magnetic moments and crystal
structure of, 1484
temperature dependence of spontaneous magnetization of, 3609
mild steel, effects of tension and compression on

magnetic characteristics of, 446
permeability of, variation under periodic

stress of,

1106

compounds, microwave resonance absorption
in, 766
Ni, anisotropy and allied effects in, 3603
Mn

iE effect in, 1485

single-crystal, domain structure of, 765, powder
patterns of, 764, production of, 1494
single-crystal films, coercivity of, 2442
Ni and Ni alloys, spontaneous Hall effect in, 1825
Ni and Si-Fe, single crystals of,

Barkhausen effect

in, 450

orientational superlattices in, 1101, 1483,

permeability of,
quencies of,

measurement

at

2983

microwave

fre-

2467

powder,
powder

effective permeability of, 1821
mixtures and ferrites, frequency dependence of properties of, 1486
pyrrhotite, theoretical investigation of, 763
relations between losses and coercive force in, 1110

single crystals

of transformer
174

steel,

magneto-

resistance of,

soft, dependence of coercivity on lamination thickness, 2444
soft iron, secondary recrystallization textures in,
447

steels and alloys for permanent magnets, 1489
surface anisotropy of, 1103
and superlattices formed by orientation, 2983
survey of recent developments in, 768
susceptibility of, effect of elastic tension on, 445

Ferromagnetism, energy-band
case,

theory of,

two-electron

1033

investigation

of

Pauling's theory

quantum

magnetic-reversal

domains,

of, refinement of,

448

2366

theory of, 1482

resonance,

in cavities, tensor formulation of, 2635
in colloidal suspensions, 443
in Fe and Ni, using radiation from mass emitter,
1824
of wires, effect of tension on, 444
Field plotter, capacitively coupled, 213

Field strength, (See

Reception;

also

propagation)

measurements, v.h.f.,

Television;

in link with range

Wave

far

beyond

III

aerials,

horizon, 2498

at 3.675 kMc/s,

511

meter, experimental,

for

study

of band

2462
of WWV transmissions, at ChAtonnaye, calculation
of, 3668
Films, (See also Sound recording; Television)

thin,

currents in, 121
A120s, electroneffect
773

Bi, photoelectric

in,

bombarded by slow electrons, decomposition

of,

etc.

1748

CdO, irreversible changes

in electron mobility

2969, optical absorption

in,

and electrical prop-

erties of, 2970

CdS, photoelectric

effect in, 3267, properties

of,

2706

evaporated,

Ag,

through,

1834,

thermionic

Rh

and Au,

BaO,

emission

Fe, magnetization
Ge,

transmission

of,

h.f.

of

microwaves

photoemission

from,

2709

resistance

of,

2696

metal, conduction mechanism of, 2695, and imperfect contact, comparison between 2355
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metal and semiconductor, physics of, 3542
MgO, self-sustained emission from, 774
PbS, frequency dependence of resistance of, 3581
photoconducting, h.f. resistance of, 2697
Sb, electrical properties of, 3270
semiconducting, modification of conductivity of,
1452, transparent, oxide, 2435
Filters, (See also Networks)
a.f., with adjustable characteristic, 2881
crossover, constant-resistance, 675
narrow-band, variable frequency, 1341
attenuation of, measurement of, at 10-1000 Mc/s,
475
band-pass, duplexing, for 2-kMc/s communication
equipment, 677
h.f., multistage, calculation of, 84, (C)1337, for
vestigial-sideband television transmitters,
361
impedance-transforming, design of, (A) 1712
with minimum number of coils, 3497
response to frequency step of, 1714
v.h.f., design of, 1715
0.4-octave, for frequencies between 10 and 200
kc/s, 998
8-13-c/s, (D)676
band-pass and low-pass, with nondissipative elements, equations for design of, 1336
response to voltage of linearly varying frequency,
3166
bandwidth and rise time of, 3494
using coaxial-line elements, design of, 2338
comb, for pulsed radar, 2884
design of, use of punched-card machines in, 2883
electromechanical, design and performance data for,
1339
with generalized parameters, calculation of, 2035
helix, for traveling-wave valves, 1963
ladder-type, image transfer coefficient of, graphical
representation of, 997
smoothing of loss attenuation in basic types of,
2036

theory of, 1710
zig-zag, design of, 83
lattice, crystal, design of, 674
maximally flat or Tchebycheff type, band-pass, 360
band-pass and low-pass, 358
for noise-spectrum analysers, optimum design of,
3168
nondissipative, synthesis of, direct method for, 1707
nonlinear, optimum, (D)1338
optimum, for detection of small radar signals in
clutter, 149
with quasi-distortionless transfer functions, 1706
RC, with transistor negative-impedance converters,
1711
incorporating two-way switch operated at carrier
frequency, 3496
r.f. and i.f., transient response of, (D)2037
synthesis of, use of conformal mapping with potential-analogue method for, 357, (C)3167
Tchebycheff-type, Jacobi's sn elliptic function in
calculation of, 85
low-pass, design of, 1340
theories of, historical development of, 1709
transients in, analysis of, 3494
tuned, four-stage, 3493
with up to four tuned circuits, formulae for, 3495
u.s.w., variable, 2339
Fluctuations, (See also Noise)
electrical, thermodynamics applied to, 2877
theory of, in physical measurements, 472
Frequency, (See also Analysers, frequency-spectrum)
allocations, in Australia, as at 1st July 1953, 2767
control, automatic, for radar, 2679, wide-band
searching type, 2209
by electrodeless discharge, 362, and magnetic
field, 90
measurement of, at cm X, using crystal-diode harmonic generators, 804
at Wittsmoor monitoring station, 3680
meter, stroboscopic, built-in, for 3-30 Mc/s, 1863
using tachometer with cold-cathode tubes for
visual display, 1153
Type FM 312/1, for 1 kc/s-300 Mc/s, precisiontype, 2475
multipliers, using detector circuits, efficiency of,
1353
stabilization. See Stabilization, frequency.
standard, (See also Standard-frequency transmis-

sion)
primary, atomic clock as, 3287, 3615
h.f. quartz-crystal units for, 3619
N.B.S., quartz resonators in, 3288
100-kc/s quartz-crystal, at Galileo Ferraris Institute, 3618
Fuses, for electronic equipment, review of modern
types, 344

Galactic radiation. See Cosmic radiation.
Galvanometers, magnetic field between pole pieces,
calculation of, 3004
spot displacement in, photoelectric measurement of,
2472
Gases, ionized, (See also Plasma)
collision effects and conduction current in, 115, 3195
diffusion cooling of electrons in, 2359
electronic drift velocity in, formula for, 2072
low-pressure plasma oscillations and high-pressure

sound-type oscillations in, 2633
subjected to oscillating electric and constant magnetic field, magneto-ionic theory of, 1030
solution of Boltzmann's equation for, 2910
Generators, (See also Noise generators; Oscillators;
Signal generators; Power supplies; Sound; Ultrasonics)
current-step, 2183

e.s., Van de Graaff, design of h.v. electrodes for, 816

impulse-noise, for testing television interference
suppression circuits, 2725
mm-X, harmonic, using Si-crystal frequency multipliers, 2605
pulse, delta-function, 20-kV, 3173

h.v., sawtooth and square-wave, for

measure-

ments of dielectric strength, 1149
using saturated reactor with rectangular hysteresis loop, 3503
variable-frequency, using EQ40 nonode valve,
366

spark, mm-X, review of research on, 89
thermoelectric, paraffin-lamp-driven, for radio receiver power supply, 2514
valve, 3-phase, for low frequencies, 866
Geomagnetic storms, atmospheric source of, 1758
correlation with sunspot cycle, 3207
description and theories of, 2387
recurrence tendency during period 1950-1953, 2386
relation to ionospheric winds, 1757
35- and 74-Mc/s echoes during, 1771
Geomagnetism, areal distribution of activity near
auroral zone, 2383

change in declination accompanying intense Es
ionization, 410, 2943
correlation with solar activity indicated by yellow
coronal line, 2643
electron inertia as contributory factor, negligibility
of, 2382
field disturbances, control by sunspots, 2082
correlation with solar activity, 1050, 1751
correlation with variations of F,-layer critical
frequencies, 2942
diurnal variation of, universal time component
in, 721
earth-potential measurements for indication of,
2660
effect on ionosphere of, 730

nonuniform induced components of, 2659

field intensity in E layer, determination of, 720,

2084

field variations, analysis of by phased-epoch method, 1049

correlation with auroral and ionosphere variations, 1768, 2395
near magnetic equator, 1051
dynamo theory of, 2384, 2392
and earth currents, 1412
e.m. variometer for studying vertical component,
diurnal,

401

lunar, diurnal, at Amberley, N. Z., 2385
and noise in range 0.5-20 c/s, 722
at Port Martin, recording of, 400
rapid, analysis of observations of, 1413
vertical component of, and induced electric field,
3547

positions of poles, 399
Geophysical prospecting, magnetotelluric method, 491
using methods depending on radioactivity, electronic equipment for, 826
for radioactive materials, using scintillation counter,
1161
small-scale models of e.m. field for, 492

for uranium, methods depending on radioactivity,
827

Geophysics, statistical analysis of observations, 1048
Graphite, resistance at low temperatures of, 1078
Ground, conductivity of, at r.f., U. S. determinations
of, 2381, 3548
Gyrators, (See also Faraday effect)
for cm X, design of, 82
using Hall effect in Ge, analysis for, 3161
microwave, using waveguide with asymmetrical
ferrite, 2040, 2599
quadripole theory of, 3160
Gyromagnetic effect, Fisher's, observed in ferrite in
waveguide, 2921
Hall effect, measurement of, without external magnetic field, 1497
Hearing aids, description of recent models, 1664
Philips models, detailed description of, 325

audibility of amplitude/frequency distortion of
music, 1979
audibility of nonsinusoidal variations of pitch, 3
effect of masking on audibility and modulation
thresholds 305

electrophonic, effect of different types of electrode
in, 304
impaired and normal, effect of traffic noise on, 3112
masking of narrow-band noise by sine waves, 3111
response to two overlapping messages, 2838

selective response to one of two simultaneous messages, 2837
subjective musical pitch, experimental investigation
of, 2832
threshold for sounds with frequency spectrum of
various widths, 3110
of two-tone sounds, loudness relations in, 2841
Heating, h.f., dielectric, of laminated materials, tem-

perature distribution in, 3638

induction, British equipment for, survey of, 3317
radio interference from, 3672
h.f. and microwave, medical applications of, 3639
elements, wire or rod, in vacuo, temperature distribution along, 2375, 2641
Image converters and intensifiers, electron-optical,
design and applications of, 2188
-intensifiers, using electroluminescent and photoconductive layers in contact, 3061
electronic, possibilities and limitations of, survey of,
2482

Impedance. (See also Aerials; Transmission lines)
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acoustic, of circular tube with orifice, end corrections for, 935
measurement of, with acoustic waveguide, 302,
by resonance method, 2553
of plane radiator with lateral motion, 3435
of porous layer, at oblique incidence, 1650
of porous surfaces, measurements of, 303
of rectangular tubes, 934
of walls and ceilings, vibrometer measurements
of, 2554
of cylindrical conductors, to current pulses, 383
homographic-transformation method for determination of, 791
matching, of aerials, charts for estimating efficiency
of, 356
of asymmetrical aerials, circuits for, 2033
u.h.f. termination for waveguide or coaxial line,
(D) 1510
v.h.f., for coaxial lines, 3478
measurement, on h.f. resistors, cavity-resonator
method for, 204
measurement and indication of, c.r.o. method for,
2999
meter, recording, for X band, 3629
parallel, graphical method for finding resultant of,
648
three methods of calculation of, 1688
of parallel conductors, proximity-effect formula for,
2323
of waveguides, measurement of, 2172
Inductors. See Coils.
Instruments, electrical, performance limits of,
(D)1144
Insulating materials, (See also Ferroelectric materials)
containing admixtures of conducting materials,
dielectric losses in, 780
araldite casting resins, properties and applications
of, 2454
British Association Section A meetings, Sept. 1953,
779
ceramic, BaTiOs, anomalous temperature coefficient
of permittivity in, 2716
containing BaTiOs, 1449
(Ba, Sr)TiO3, permittivity in 3-kMc/s region,
193, properties of, 783
compounds in quaternary system BaTiO3BaSnO2-SrSnO,-CaSnO,, 192
for h.f., 2152
loss factor of, reduction by heat treatment, 2451
containing MgO and TiO2, 463
PbHfO3, phase transitions in, 782
stannates, 191
technical and bibliographical survey of, 3611
fused silica, elastic constants of, 189
glass, dielectric relaxation at low frequency of, 1841
for electronic industry, 789
silicate, dielectric losses in, 2452
thermodynamic and kinetic properties of, 197
I.E.E. symposium, March 1953, 1123
mica, alternatives to mica, 465
Indian, d.c. resistivity of, 2453
synthetic, hot-pressed ceramic, 784
mm-X refractive index of, 1840
nonrigid, survey of recent developments in, 2151
PbTiOs, domain structure of, 1447
plastics, foamed, for coaxial cables, 3279
polymers, teflon, dielectric properties of, 785
polythene and perspex, conductivity induced by
X-rays in, 2153
progress in, 1839
solid, dielectric strength of, 781
SrTiOs, single-crystal, electrical properties of, 196
Interference, between colour-television receivers and
amateur transmissions, 1558
from fluorescent lamps, 243
suppression of, 841
in f.m. receivers, with nonideal demodulator characteristics, 2502
in f.m. reception, from unwanted f.m. transmissions, 1899
from h.f. heating equipment, 3672
from h.v. lines, 519
measurement of, 471
study of, 520
impulse-noise, in a.m. and f.m. systems, 2762
generator for receiver tests, 2725
industrial, measurement and suppression of, 3349
international conference, London, 1953, 1556
measurements and standards for control of, in
U.S.A., 3026
in phototelegraphy, elimination of, 879
in radio reception, measurement equipment for, 795
in reproduction of music, 1981
suppression, campaign in Iserlohn, 1901
in relation to West German regulations, 1559
in s.w. and u.s.w. radio reception, suppression of,

523
from television receivers, I.R.E. standard methods
of measurement, 3671
U.S.A. investigations of, 3062
in television reception, on band III, 3708
due to ignition circuits, measurement and suppression of, 572
measurement of, 2790
screening materials for prevention of, 2530
suppression of beat between sound carrier and
colour signal components, 2250
susceptibility of monochrome and colour systems
to, 570
dule to unwanted transmission via sporadic E 2,78
u.s.w., measurement equipment for, 478
in v.h.f. reception, from unwanted stations, prediction of, 2204
from very-high-voltage lines, mechanism of, 521
Interferometers, Boltzmann, for investigating mm-N
oscillator spectrum, 1865
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Fabry-Perot type, or microwave requencies, 809
for mm X, 211
microwave, for determining velocity of e.m. waves,
3016

Ion emission, secondary, from conductors bombarded
by ions, 3530
Ionization, (See also Gases, ionized)
of gas, by electrons, statistical analysis of, 703
of gases, international conference, Oxford, 1953, 701
recombination at low pressure, 2634
Ionized media, (See also Gases, ionized; Plasma)
with distant boundaries, theory of, 702
Ionosphere, (See also Atmosphere; Wave propagation)
absorption in, abnormal, during Feb. 1952, 1052
measurements on, discussion of, 3220, using observations of 18.3 Mc/s cosmic radio noise,
1426
for oblique incidence, 1550
attentuation of galactic r.f. radiation by, 2397
charge on, 131, (D)2663
conductivity of, vertical distribution of, 3210
correlation of observations with geomagnetic and
auroral variations, 1768, 2395
current systems in, responsible for geomagnetic effects of solar flares, location of, 1423
numerical calculation on dynamo theory, 1420,
(C)2665
Sd, theory of, 2941
currents in, 1417, 1418, 1419
D layer, attenuation variations at 245 kc/s, 1415
formation by photoionization of NO, 2087
soundings of, 132
disturbances in, during geomagnetic bay, statistical
analysis of, 409
during magnetic storm, May 9, 1948, 3556, April
18, 1951, 3555
accompanying solar flares, 2672
sudden-onset, energy absorbed during, 3551
E layer, bifurcation of, rocket observations of, 1054
conductivity of, and diurnal magnetic variations
in equatorial regions, 3553
determination of geomagnetic field in, 720, 2084
dissociative recombination in, 405
formation of, 2667, contribution of solar X-rays
to 726, 1416, theories of, 1057
lower, wind analysis by meteor-echo technique,
2393
lunar height changes and lunar currents in, 3215
subsidiary layer in, recognition of, 2666
variation of maximum ionization with zenith distance of sun, 3211
and F1 layers, origin of, 1764
E and F2 layers, effect of solar eclipse on, 1059
Es layer, effect of intense ionization on geomagnetic
declination, 410, 2943
latitude effect in ionization of, 731
lutnar tidal variations in, 408
observations at Kodaikanal, 3212
types of scattering from, 138
E8 and F layers, disturbances in, and geomagnetic
E

disturbances, 3554
effect of magnetic disturbance on, 730
effects of partial eclipse of Feb. 14, 1953, on critical
frequencies, 2940
electron density in, distribution of, in presence of
external magnetic field, 2088
and layer heights of. 2086
vertical distribution of, (D)411, 1767
F layer, over Buenos Aires, effect of solar eclipse on,

136
dissociative recombination in, possible mechanism of, 1058, 1766
distribution of ionization in, 2939
drift movements in, radio-astronomical observations in, 3557
over Hawaii, spread echoes from, 3213
over Huancayo, spread echoes from, relation to
radio-star scintillations, 3214
multiple stratification at Ibadan, 2668

regularities in, 407, 2089
structure of, 727
travelling disturbances in, c.w. methods of investigating, 725
F, layer, critical frequency and transmission factor
of, 831
F1 and F2 layers, separation between, variation of,
2938
F2 layer, critical-frequency variations, anomalous,
728, anomalous, during solar eclipse, 1422, correlation with geomagnetic disturbances, 2942
effects of solar corpuscular eclipse in, 2673
ionization distribution in, at high latitudes, 134,
2669, theory of, 2670
large disturbance of, associated with small magnetic disturbance, 133
occurrence of multiple reflections, 2750
above Singapore, electron content of, 729
solar tides in, 1421
storms in, prediction of, 135
glow discharges in, winds as causes of, 1770
h'f curves, method of computing, 3209
intermediate layer between E and F layers, 2396
irregularities in, complex reflections from, 1056
d.f. studies of, 1055
investigation with high-resolution sounder, 1761
method of locating, 1762
layer heights, calculation using exact value of refractive index, 1765
low-electron-concentration layer, long-wave investigation of, 404
and motion of slow electrons, 106
movements in, horizontal, survey of research on,
2945
observations of,

new station at Port aux

Kerguelen
optic axes and critical coupling in,
Islands, 406

412

Frangais,

oscillations in, correlation with atmospheric pressure variations, 2090
relation to geomagnetic field variations, 3549
tidal analysis for, 2391, application of plasma
theory to investigation of, 2392
plasma theory of, and air movements in, 2085
refractive indices of, rocket measurements of, 403
review for 1953, 1060
solar particles in, action of, 3550
sounder, f.m., with coherent integration, for weakecho detection, 3219
for simultaneous recording of virtual height and
critical frequency, 2937
soundings, If. and m.f., 2396
vertical-incidence h't observations of, interpretation of, 724
virtual height records, analysis taking account of
geomagnetic field, 1414
storm-D regions, motion of, 2390
storms in, description and theories of, 2387
notes on, 2936
1953 Japanese symposium on, 3552
structure of, due to ionization by particles, 1763
sunrise effect on reflection height of 16-kc/s waves,
2092

travelling disturbances in, electron-resonance mechanism of, 2935
use of rockets for research on, 130
vertical distribution of ionization in, evaluation
from observations of, 2664
winds in, 2944
deduced from dynamo theory of geomagnetic disturbance, 2394
and geomagnetic storms, 1757
methods and results of investigation of, 2091
model for region from 100 km to 400 km height,
732

spaced-receiver fading records of, analysis of,
3216, 3217
Ions, currents in air, pressure effects due to, 2365
gaseous, recombination of, Thomson formula for,
3533

Lenses, (See also Aerials; Electron lenses)
dielectric, doubly-convex, e.m. field near, 2574
microwave, artificial-dielectric, with refractive index <1, analysis for, 639, theory of, 1685
Luneberg-type, 336, modified, 3472
metal-plate, using parallel doubly curved plates,
2864, reflection and transmission coefficients
of, 2316, secondary beams from, 2001, tolerances in parameters of, 2000
path-length type, for Japanese relay system, 3471
Light, nature of, deductions from experiments on,
1727

of, photocell-amplifier arrangement for detecting, 697
velocity of, determined by band-spectrum method,
sources, r.f. fluctuations

2619

Lightning, and atmospherics, relation between, 1427
atmospherics due to, propagation of, 1544, 2195
ball, gas-discharge experiments for investigating,
1769

origin and nature of, general account of, 2094
pilot streamer in, 1062
protectors, Si p-n junction, 2226
streamers, use of 50-cm radar for studying, 1063
Limiters, analysis as variable-gain device, 1896
Loudspeakers, (See also Public-address systems;
Sound)
acoustic testing of, 8
cone-type, effects of surrounding device on, 2293
efficiencies of, useful absolute efficiency as criterion,
2292

electrodynamic, mechanical transients in, 3117
horn-type, air-chamber of, sound propagation in,
321

impedances of, definition of, 959
ionic, relation between ion current and
2365

ionophone, using interaction of ultrasonic
air, possibility of, 958, 1983

pressure,
waves

in

measurements on, British Standard 2498: 1954,
3445

power-handling capacity of, experimental determination of, 618
relation between sound field and electrical input,
analysis of, 1660
Luminescence, (See also Electroluminescence; Phosphors)
and exo-electron emission, parallelism between,
2907

Magnetic field, analytical solution for anisotropic
medium, 3534
of conductor carrying d.c., 1391
of electron-microscope lenses, measurement of,
using scale models, 3658
electron-optical shadow method of mapping, 2465
measurement of, application of Faraday effect to,
3296
electronic voltage integrator for, 2610

with Forster probe, 1506, 2174
proton-resonance and other methods for, 477
motion of, and cosmic electrodynamic problems,
3546
of rectangular pole-pieces, calculation of, 1388
two-dimensional, measurement of, method applied
to quadrupole magnet, 3297, theory of, 3295

twisted, in conducting fluids, formation of loops in,
2636
of uniformly magnetized ellipsoids of revolution, 116

Magnetic materials, hysteresis-loop plotter with feedback integrator, 1507
pulse permeabilities and losses in, measurement of,
1826

April

Magnetic properties, measurement of, using toroidal
cores, errors in, 3625
of metals, theory of, 1737
of metals and alloys, effects of band shape on, 2140
temperature variation of susceptibility, measurement of, 2723
Magnetism, of linear atomic chains, at absolute zero
point, 1389
in metals, surface corrections to Landau diamagnetism and de Haas-van Alphen effect, 1032
paramagnetic resonance, 452
in metals, 186
U.S.S.R. research on, survey of, 1736
Magnetometers, airborne, Type-lA, 719
fluxgate-type, survey of, 3626
small, sensitive, using mumetal-wire detector inside
solenoid, 1142
three-component, based on star photographs, 128
Magneto-optical phenomena, (See also Faraday effect)
at optical and radio wavelengths, relations between,
2374
Magnetostriction, measurement of, torsion method
for, 1849
theoretical and experimental study of, 3277
Magnets, permanent, aging of, experimental investigation of, 772
Co-Fe-powder, coercive force of, 786
tubular, for electron-beam focusing, 2991
Mathematics, approximation method, Tchebycheff,
200
autocorrelation functions, error due to finite integration time-limits in determination of, 1847
Bessel functions, asymptotic expansions of, 2994
boundary-value problems, finite-difference networks
for solution of, 1331
correlation coefficients, estimation from scatter diagrams, 2457
differential equations, nonlinear, partial, of elliptic
type, finite-difference method for, 1845, secondorder, geometrical integration of, 2162
eigenvalues of A2U+Xu=0, 1124
elliptic integrals and functions, brief survey of, 3282
computation of, 3283
exponential integral, evaluation for large complex
arguments, 3614
forced-vibration equation, Rayleigh-type, solutions
of, 201
Fourier series, summation of by means of Laplace
transformation, 199
Hill equation, gaps in spectrum of, 2161
homographic transformation, geometric construction of, 791
hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic functions, table
for, 793
infinite discrete spectrum, sufficient condition for,
2160
infinite series in closed form, summation of, 1843
Jfs 'e-u2-x/u du, evaluation of, 792
integral transforms, approximate method of
evaluating, 2158
for linear time-varying systems, 3284
Jacobi's sn elliptic function, calculation of for determination of filter parameters, 85
Laplace transforms of given form, inversion of, 2159
Legendre functions of fractional order, 1496
operational methods, approximations in, 2156
oscillatory integrals, computation of, 2995
osculatory interpolation, new formulae for, 2993
polynomial equations, location of roots of, 1495

prolate spheroidal wave functions, recurrence relations for, 2157
spherical wave functions, expansions used in scattering problems, 3281
statistical functions, of stationary random processes, 3285

statistics, of population with creation and recombination dependent on existing numbers, 2717
tables, unpublished, Royal Society depository for,
3613

trigonometrical sums, formulae relevant to a.c. in
cables, 2155
vector Laplace operator, meaning and application
of, 1844
Measurements, (See also individual subjects)
accuracy of, statistical theory of information for
studying, 794
dynamic, on e.m. devices, using sampling switch,
1141
fluctuation theory in, 472
of high voltage, high resistance and leakage current,
using neon tube, 203

practical adjustments in calibration, 796
of weak electric charges, by pulse technique, 1129,
1130

Metals, (See also Conduction; Ferromagnetic materials; Magnetic properties; Magnetism)
conductivity of, at high current density, 1793
electron propagation in strained metallic lattice,

1792
electron scattering in, anomalous, 3190
Ga, high-purity, technique for preparation of, 2449
galvanomagnetic effects in at h.f., 760
of high purity, preparation of, 1493
lattice defects and resistivity of, 2117
monovalent, effect of lattice distortion on properties of, 1074
thermoelectric power at high temperature, 1479
optical absorption in, theory of, 2106

Re, properties and applications of, 2450
absorption at cm X in, 1833
Sb, variation of properties at melting point, 3573
Ta, single crystals, growth and surface properties of,

resonance

2715

W, single crystals, thermionic and surface
ties of, 2714
Meteors, radar methods for location of, 1749

proper-
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showers, radar determination of heights and radiants of, 2930
trail echoes, from dense columns, calculation of intensity of, 1398
dependence of duration on wavelength, 1399
effect of wavelength on echo rate, 1750
radar determination of height of disappearance
of, 713
radar studies of, 1042
from trail head, 712
trail lengths, experimental study of, 124
Meters, a.c., indicating, calibration of, N.P.L. methods for, 2470
admittance, v.h.f. and u.h.f., Type 1602-B, 479
ammeter, d.c., non-contact, for remote indicating
and recording, 1145
thermocouple type, for use at v.h.f., 3302
current and voltage, a.f., multirange, high-accuracy,
thermocouple types, 3300
echometer, for testing coaxial cables, 1136, 1868,
3293, 3623
fluxmeter, recording, high-sensitivity, 3002
for measurements on ferromagnetic materials,
1508
for inductance and dynamic-resistance of coils in
medium-wave receivers, 3003
megohmmeter, with transistor h.v. generator, 1515
valve, 214
milliammeter, r.m.s., for 010 Mc/s, 3301
periodmeter, 221
permeameter, r.f., 1857
power, 40-4000-juW, microwave, 2731
using principle of counter-rotating magnetic fields,
2469
probe-type, for earth-capacitance measurements,
215, 2473
psophometer, mains-operated, high-accuracy, 805
time constants of, measurement of, 1143
universal, for direct voltage <50OV, direct current
>10-12A and insulation resistance <10°MO2,
2182
voltage and resistance, d.c. and a.c., 3005
with voltage transformer for high-potential input,
2471

voltmeter, e.s., with linear indication, with liquid
dielectric, 1513
peak, h.v., with long time constant, 3628
Microphones, calibration of, comparison of methods
using pure tones or noise source, 301
capacitor, Japanese, Type MR-103, 3444
for measurement of high-intensity sound, 320
new,

318

sensitivity limit for, 317
directional, dynamic, developed in Austria, 1285
using lens-horn combination, 1659
using slotted tube, 1982, 3116
gas,' using modulated ultrasonic waves, 1983
moving-iron, miniature, 956
piezoelectric, miniature, 955
ribbon-type, directional, 957
sensitivity of, chart relating different methods of
rating, 314
spherical, directional and frequency response of,

1286
Microwaves, (See also Wave propagation)
applications in scientific research, 224
effect on body tissues, 813
research on, during 1952, at Florence, 1629
symposium on, Montreal 1953, 705
Mixers, crystal, plug-in waveguide type, for 20-60
kMc/s, 890
using transistors, 1898
Modulation, comparison of code and other systems,
3027
comparison of different methods in light of communication theory, 1174
depth of, increased by peak speech clipping, 575,
1237

frequency, Armstrong system, degree of a.m. produced in, 246
distortion in, 1325, nonlinear, 1689, phase, due to
distortion of carrier, 3350, produced by mismatched quadripole, 3164
multiplex methods using, 1899
representation of using Bessel functions, 1903
with single-tone modulating signal, harmonic distortion in, 2503
transient response in, 2337, (C)3165
unwanted a.m. in, 1347
frequency or phase, spectrum width in, simple
formulae for, 3351
for speech transmission, comparison of, 1562
output products for two-frequency input, amplitude
of, 2212
tables for evaluating, 3028
polyphase, in telecommunications, 843
pulse, effect of noise in systems using, 3353
'elastic' system using quantization, 3029
spectrum of, 249
pulse-code, decoding processes for, 239
delta, experiments in Austria on, 3673, quantizing
noise in, 1564
integration method for decoding, 2505
with linear detection, 3030
using special switching tubes for sampling and
coding, 373

pulse-width, experimental system, 250
Modulators, amplitude and frequency, using reflex
klystron Type 723 A/B, 3180
frequency, using BaTiO3 capacitor, 280
reactance-valve circuit for, 1942

serrasoid, investigations on, 279
v.h.f., using resonant cavity, 2251
low-level, Si-diode, Type-1000-P7, 881
pulse, for magnetrons, 2061

pulse-width, for single-channel voice-frequency
communication, 2532
rectifier, intermodulation distortion in, 2531
s.s.b., microwave, using ferrites, 3183
Monitoring, automatic, of B.B.C. programmes,

(D)857
of common-wave frequencies, at Wittsmoor station,
3680
Moon, radio echoes from, fading of, explanation of,
2748

Multivibrators. See Oscillators.
Music, electronic, 3333
Musical instruments, electronic piano simulator, 225

Navigation aids, (See also Radar)
aerial, Doppler-effect f.m. v.h.f. or u.h.f. omnirange,
745

loran, AN/APN-70 receiver, 2678, for survey
work in Pacific, 147
V.O.R. and I.L.S., omnirange receiver for, 2676
c.w. phase-measuring methods, Raydist, 1431
marine, 1919
racon beacon, 2949
Raydist, for measuring ships' speeds, 3227
sonar, multibeam, with p.p.i., 3225
u.s.w., harbour, coastal and waterways service,
present-day problems of, 259
Networks, (See also Circuit theory; Circuits; Filters)
analysis of, by block-diagram method, 994
by Kron's matrix method, 76
analysis and synthesis of, graphical method for, 663
constant-delay, low-pass and band-pass, 2880
synthesis of, 2882
frequency response of, corner plots for sketching
curves of, 2332
lattice, RLC, synthesis of, (C)359
linear, analysis of, operational-calculus method for,
simplification of, 2873, return-difference matrix
for, 662
nodal analysis of, with no specified reference node,
665
with time-varying parameter, analysis using complex symbolism, 77
with time-varying parameters, matrix analysis
of, 1692

minimum-phase, build-up phenomena in, analysis
by paired-echo method, 671
multiterminal, matrix analysis of, 2333
passive, physical realizability of 2m-rank impedance matrix as, 88
n-terminal-pair, synthesis of, 3158
(n +1)-pole, analysis of, 1343
nonlinear, approximate composite-straight-line
characteristics for investigating, 649
approximate steady-state analysis for, 351
phase-correction, for television cables, 1196
phase-splitting, r.f., design of, 1910
wide-band, RC, design of, 2039
quadripole, with active elements, intrinsic stability
of, 3163
for directional coupling and isolating, 1334
dissipative, microwave, equivalent circuit parameters for, determination of, 1499

gyrator. See Gyrators.
impedance transformation by, 3162
input impedance of, graphical method for determining, 670
lattice, symmetrical, determination of pass bands
and attenuation bands of, 3491

loss-free, synthesis of, 993, transformation properties of, 992, 2336
passive, circle-diagram method for studying, 81,
synthesis based on transient conditions for,
3492

simplified tensor analysis of, 80
u.h.f., application of loci-curve theory to, 355
RC, distortion of pulses by, 2032
equivalent Q of, (D)672
synthesis of transfer functions for, (D) 1704
twin-T, theory and oscillator applications of, 673
RLC, bandwidth for noise with power-law spectrum, 352
canonic forms of, 2330
synthesis of, 1332
transfer voltage ratio of, 3490

unbalanced, analysis of, 1333
reactance, insertion-loss method of synthesis, 2029
synthesis of, 1708
response of, transient and steady-state, relations between, 3488
separating-filter, h.f., for transmitter-receiver combinations, 87
synthesis of, iterative numerical method for, 1703
techniques for, 2872
theorem on, and applications, 1000
theorems concerning change of voltage reference
terminal, 2878
theory of, bounds on time and frequency responses,

2331
conditions for monotonic transient response, 2031
reformulation of Kirchhoff's second law, 661
time considered as complex variable in, 2025
transistors as elements in, 2026
3-terminal, active, theory of, 3159
Noise, (See also Atmospherics; Cosmic radiation;
Fluctuations; Solar radiation; Sound)
a,f., in transmission networks, measurement of, 805

analogue computers for studying,

52

circuit, Brownian-motion analysis for, 2027, 2028
low-temperature investigation of, 1369
current, in carbon resistors, 343
in composition resistors, 2328
in c.w. magnetrons, 579
in damped oscillatory circuits, quantum effects in,
2602

flicker, in Ge rectifiers, 3711

33

in oxide cathodes, mechanism of, 606
generator, gas-discharge, microwave, in coaxial-line
form, 1858, for 8 mm X, 2478
standard, using heated resistor, 1521
in LC oscillators, effect of, 363
non-Gaussian, response of linear systems to, 3031
with nonperiodic time function, autocorrelation and
Fourier-analysis methods of investigating, 2551
in p-n junction phototransistors, shot dependence
of, 2544
in point-contact Ge diode, measurement of spectra
of, 1602
reduction of by illumination, 1603
with power-law spectrum, effective bandwidth of
RLC circuit for, 352
power spectrum of, filters for analysis of, 3168
measurement errors due to finite sample, 2997
in receivers and valves at v.h.f., measurement of,
797

r.f., from d.c. H arc, 2070
in semiconductor filaments, mechanism of generation of, 1100
in semiconductors, 2438
frequency dependence of, 3601
Gisolf's theory of, 2139
shot, in Ge filaments, explanation of, 171
in semiconductors, and flicker, in cathodes, analysys for, 605
shot and partition, in junction transistors, 3393
due to sliding contacts, review of, 1557
thermal, measurement of conductor temperature
based on, 2480
physical basis of, 1015
in travelling-wave valves, theory of, 3722
vacuum fluctuations, possible observation at low
temperature, 2603
valve, at a.f., measurements of, 2825
effect on oscillators, 683
influence of transit time on, 3412
theory of, 3080
in v.h.f. and u.h.f. amplifiers, feedback for reduction of, 2899
valve-grid, induced, experimental investigation of,
1261
v.l.f., in Ge filaments, 2705
in range 0.5-20 c/s, and geomagnetic phenomena,
722

Optics, brightness-flicker, investigation of response of
eye to, 3381

geometrical, based on Maxwell's field theory, 1019
ray, in inhomogeneous absorbing media,
1372, 3515
Oscillations, nonlinear, interaction of, theory of, 103
relaxation, mathematical treatment of, 3172
theory of, verification of, 3502
r.f., generated by d.c. carbon arc, 389
self-sustained, in nonlinear systems, analysis for,
wave and

467
in transistors, due to transit-time effects, 2540,
3392, 3715
van der Pol equations for, solution of, 2886, 3498
Oscillators, (See also Circuits; Signal generators)

a.f., amplitude-stabilized, using transistors, 1352,
(C)2893
using junction transistors, analysis of, 3174
keyed, using transistor, 687
quartz-controlled, 354
analysis of, admittance diagrams in, (D)1344
bridge-stabilized, transformerless, with complex
amplification factor, 3169
for 1 c/s-120 kc/s, 91
controlled-frequency, with frequency memory,'
681

crystal-controlled, classification of, 2892
frequency stability and accuracy of, 92
sub-harmonic, 2048
1-32-Mc/s, 2475
with discontinuities ('a d6ferlement'), topological
analysis of, 1716
effect of valve noise on, 683
feedback, RC, for 11 c/s-100 kc/s, 2045
filtered, nonlinear, effect of perturbations on, 2044
with frequency range 0.0016-16 c/s, in analogue
computers, 1321
generating steep-fronted waves, analysis of operation of, 1004
heterodyne, design of, 1003
high-stability, modified-Hartley, 1001
with inertial nonlinearity, fluctuations in, 3501
with inertial nonlinearity and negative feedback,
quartz controlled, 2889
ionic, a.f. or r.f., 2887
LC, effect of noise on, 363
with stable frequency, review of theory of, 3170
LCR, build-up of oscillations in, fluctuations in,
2341

with linear and nonlinear elements
order, analysis of, 2601

separable in first

magnetostrictive, 80-500-kc/s, measurements on,
1638

activity of, 1002
mass-emitter, use in ferromagnetic-resonance experiments, 1824
mm-X, magnetic-undulator, motion of electron in,
1036, radiation from, 1037
multivibrator, bistable, Eccles-Jordan flip-flop, 1350
negative resistance, f.m. of, unwanted a.m. in, 1347
using nonlinear reactances, 686
nonlinear, graphical representation of resonance for,
measure of

1018

pulse, using junction-transistor circuits, 3504
using Type-6218 beam-deflection valve, 3171
RC, comparison of shunt-R and shunt-C types, 685
phase-shift, minimum-attenuation RC networks

34
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for, 2891, single-stage, design of, 1717, theory
of, 2890
pseudoresonant and phase-shifting quadripoles
as frequency-determining elements in, 364
three-phase, for 0.01 c/s-i kc/s, 2042
using twin-T feedback network, 673, 1345
reactance-valve-controlled, for wide frequency
sweep,

288

reflex-klystron, frequency stabilization of, 93
sawtooth, using gas-filled triode with small control

current, 1351
spark-type, for mm X, investigation of power spectrum with Boltzmann interferometer, 1865
square-wave, analysis of operation of, 1349
using transistors, 1718
for multifrequency pulsing in telephony, 1005
of Type CK-722, 2597
triode, characteristic equation of, 682
u.h.f., using disk-seal triodes and coaxial resonators,
365
variable-frequency, using disk-seal triodes, 684
valve, analysis of operation of, 3500
effect of harmonics on frequency and resonance
curve of, 2600
with frequency dependent on circuit reactance
variation, 2041
synchronized, pulling effect in, 2018
variable-frequency, controlled by single crystal,
2759
v.h.f., variable, with helical-line tuning element,
2043
wide-band, with conical helices in tuning circuit,
2342

Wien-bridge, design

curves

for, (D)3499

Particle accelerators, bevatron, magnetic deflector for,
3324
cosmotron, (See also Particle accelerators, synchrotrons, proton)
orbital instabilities in, 2484, due to nonlinearities
in 1532

strong-focusing, relation between diameter and
pole-piece profile, 1873
cyclotrons, beam energy determination by time-offlight method, 3321
double-mode, 1872
fixed-frequency, for heavy ions, 3322, theory of,
495

focusing of beam from, use of strong-focusing
lenses for, 3320
ion source for, 3644
shifting inter-dee ground surface in, 2190
with source producing partially stripped heavy
ions, 1871
60-in., at University of Washington, 3323
electron cyclotron, favourable operating conditions
for, 1528
electron cyclotron (microtron), vertical focusing
oscillations in, 818
for X- and K-band operation, 3013
4.5 MeV, design and operation of, 494
ion

sources

for 3642

linear, with alternating-gradient focusing, 2738
Alvarez-type, axial field of, 3327
for electrons, effect of anomalous attenuation in,
497, with preliminary bunching, 1874, 2486,
motion of electron in, 3015, 15-MeV, at
Harwell, 226
for ions, divergence at gaps in, 1875
travelling-wave, 8-MeV, at Hammersmith Hospital, 1533
palletron, collector characteristics of, 3647
strong-focusing, effect of nonlinearity of magnetifield in, 1529
stability and periodicity in, 1530
synchrocyclotron, fixed-frequency, 2189
regenerative-deflector extractor mechanism for,
analysis of, 3643
450-MeV, r.f. power supply for, 2483
synchrotron, electron, Berkeley, fine structure of
photon beam from-, 3645
proton, at Birmingham University, 820, cosmotron, at Brookhaven, 821, phonic-motor
drive for speed control of capacitor in, 3326,
variable-frequency, oscillator switching for,
496
strong-focusing, overcoming critical-energy effect
in, 2737, effect of alignment errors in, 1531,
effect of field bump in, 3014, for electrons,
3646, orbit stability in, 819, space-charge
forces in, 2485
with two-stage acceleration, 3325
Particles, charged, diffusion in radial electric field,
1393

trajectories of, at relativistic velocities, 3203
Permeability, at cm and mm X, measurement of, 801
complex, of spherical ferromagnetic particles embedded in dielectric, 442
of semiconducting ferromagnetics, theory of measurement of, 2724
Phase, measurement, using a.c. potentiometer, 485
a.f., using RC phase shifter, 206
using c.r.o. and RC network, 2721
from frequency variation of oscillator, 1855
meter, a.f., with signal-limiting circuits, 3307
based on sawtooth-pulse generation, 484
Phosphors, absorption coefficient of, determination of,
3237
alkali-halide, single-crystal, TI-activated, growth

and luminescence of, 1439
alkaline earth polysulphides, luminescence of, 750
CaF2-Ce-Mb, 3236
for c.r. tubes, efficiency of, 431
crystal, electron traps in energy levels of, 3567
decay times with ultraviolet excitation of, determination of, 1503

electroluminescence of, 2110
electron penetration into, experiments on, 1784
with emission spectra in region beyond 1 ,u, 3234
fluoride, Mn-activated, 2961, fluorescence under
cathode-ray excitation of, 1785
halide salts of group 2 metals, properties of, 3570
inorganic, luminescence of, conference on, 2958
large activator centres in, studies on concept of, 749
light-yield of, under electron-beam excitation, 1442
multiply activated, electroluminescence spectra of,
2107
NaCI(AgCl), with high-energy irradiation, 1070
organic, under c.r. excitation, decay of, measurement of, 1504
organic and

inorganic, excited by

nescence of, 2112

a

particles, lumi-

photoconductivity and luminescence mechanisms
of, 1437
photocurrent in, effect of illumination intensity,
field strength and temperature on, 1776
powder, in dispersions, luminescence of, 2956
Sb203, with and without Mn, properties of, 158
Sb204-Mn, with orange luminescence, 3571
secondary emission from, effect of organic vapour
on, 2111
semiconductor type, electroluminescence of, 3569
sulphide, quenching action of alternating field on,
1780

ZnO, excitation by low-energy phosphors of, 2114
optical absorption and internal photoeffect of,
3568
"hex ZnO: (Zn)," excitable by very-low-velocity
electrons, 2113

ZnS, electroluminescent, preparation of, 1786;
preparation and properties of, 2962
investigation of traps in, 429
relation between darkening and luminescence of,
1438
ZnS and ZnO, electroluminescence of, temperature
variations of, 2109

ZnS-Cu, colour of luminescence of, dependence on
Cu concentration of, 3239
continuously excited, effect of electric field on,

3238
effect of neutron bombardment on, 2957
ZnS-Cu-Co, properties of, 430
ZnS-Mn, electroluminescence of, 1783
poisoning effects of Fe, Co and Ni in, 1782
(Zn, Cd)S, under X-ray excitation, effect of electric
field on, 2959
(Zn, Cd) S-Cu, decay with variation of frequency of
applied field, 1781
Zn2SiO4-Mn, production of 6100-A emission band in,
1441
#Zns(PO4)2, Cd3 (PO4)-Mn, 3235
Photocells, Ag-O-Cs and Sb-Cs types, for far ultraviolet, 1956
applications in optical transducers, 3640

barrier-layer, inertia phenomena in, 2801
Se, fatigue in, 1251
Cs-Ag, in pyrometer. 493
Cs-Sb, effect of adding other elements to, 1611
Cu2O, prepared in h.f. field, spectral sensitivity of,
1613
definitions of terms, I.R.E. standard 54 I.R.E. 7S1,
3394

electron-multiplier, with Cs-Sb photocathode, dark
current of, 2800
fatigue in, 3077
gain of, stabilization of, 1957
large-amplitude background-noise pulses in, 1958
work of the Zurich Institut fur technische Physik
on, 1610
and electron multipliers, for far ultraviolet, 1956

Ge, p-n junction phototransistors, shot dependence
of noise in, 2544
PbS, preparation of, 3716
speed of response and detectivity of, 1250

PbSe and PbTe, 285

photoconductive, detectivity
1612

as

figure of merit of,

photoemissive, alkali, review of, 1608,

2261

with two anodes (photodianode), application to

measurements, 1249, 2543

with r.f. amplifiers, for detecting fluctuations of
light sources, 697
Se, response to X-rays of, 1609
Si, p-n junction, for converting solar radiation into
electrical power, 2779, 3076

spectral response of, effect of illumination fatigue
on, 1959
Photoconductive materials, (See Semiconductors)
insulatlng, alkali halides, electronic Hall effect in,
2686
electronic Hall effect in, 2687
luminescence in infrared region, 2691
PbS, PbSe and PbTe, optical constants of, 2105
PbTe, measurements of Hall effect in, 1111
Photoconductivity, (See also Semiconductors)
bulk, in PbS, 2103
in PbS single crystals, 1778

of CdS, variation with illumination of, 3266
of CdS single crystals, 1118
effect of temperature and oxygen on,

(C)3602

1478,

in gold-doped Ge, 2688
at high field strengths, interpretation of experiments, 157
of infrared-sensitive materials, 156
of InSe evaporated films, 1777
negative, of cuprite, 2448
of PbSe, delayed effects in, 777
of solids and liquids, space-charge polarization
effects in, 1024
Photoelectric effect, in CdS films, significance of deep
traps in, 3267

April

influence of external field on, 104
internal, quantum-statistical treatment of, 1456
of semiconductors, effect of chlorophyll on, 1779
in thin Bi films, 773
Photoelectric emission, of Cs,Sb, experimental study

of, 1472

Hall effect in, 1473
from thin films of BaO, experimental investigation

of, 2689
of W, in region of predicted Schottky deviations,
155

Photoelectromagnetic effect, See Semiconductors.
Physical constants, of small samples at dm X and cm X,
measurement of, 3291
Physical systems, equations of, solutions of, set of
prlnciples for interconnecting, 202, 2164
Physics, statistical estimation in, 1370
Pickups, arm for, low tracking error design for, 3446
velocity-type, capacitive, for measurements otn
vibrations of structures, 319
Piezoelectric crystals, (See also Quartz)
coefficients of, methods for measurement of, 2720
DKT, elastic and piezoelectric coefficients of, 3248
double tartrates, dielectric properties of, 1836

elastic and piezoelectric constants of, 1791
linlear equations of state for, 110
PbZrOs-PbTiO3 solid solutions, experimental investigation of, 3247

plastic deformation of, 2149
survey of properties and applications, 2411
Plasma, in constant magnetic field and oscillating
electric field, conductivity of, 2364, 3196
current collected by probe in, 3531
electron, in presence of constant magnetic field,
conductivity tensor of, 1031
generalized ionization formula for, 1387
ionization and recombination processes in, 1045
in magnetic field, e.m. properties of, 2925
oscillations, dipole resonant modes of, 3532
excitation of, 2371, by electron beams, 2638
in gas discharge, 2369
in metals, theory of, 1023

Potential, theory of, boundary-value problems in,
uniqueness proofs for, 1731
Potentiometers, a.c., oblique-coordiniate, 212
precision, for gunlaying control systems, 3316
for 1-105 AV at frequencies up to 1 kMc/s, 2728
Power measurement, in e.m. field, use of Hall effect in

semiconductor for, 1856
at microwave X, automatic milliwattmeter using
thermistor for, 1864; bolometer bridge
method for, 3294
at r.f., calorimetric method for, 810
at u.h.f., based on force on shorted ring in cavity,
1140
supplies, (See also Batteries; Generators)
current-stabilized, for photomultiplier, 3688
d.c., stabilized, low-internal resistance, 3686
for electronic devices, using radioactive source,
859
high-stability, for microwave standards at
N.B.S., 1190
h.v., stabilized, for mm-X klystrons, 3363
for inductive loads, using thyratrons, 262
with low-shunt-capacitance transformers, for

direct-coupled amplifiers, 3362
mains, harmonics in, measurement of, 3001
p-n junctions bombarded by A particles for, 1799
r.f., h.v., ferroxcube-cored transformers in, 3687;

for 450-MeV synchrocyclotron, 2483
stable, comprehensive, for precision measurement, 1924
stabilized, for about 1 kV, 1585
standby equipment for Manchester-Edinburgh
television relay stations, 263
thermoelectric generators, efficiency of, 3364, Si
p-n junction for, 2779, 3076
using transistors, for G-M counters, 3361
using unequal series capacitors to multiply battery voltage, 3045
Probes, low-input-capacitance, 1514
address
Public
systems, with inductive coupling between microphone transmitter and receiver, 2765
Pulses, Gaussian, production and advantages of, 1905,

2504
interferences between trains of, 238
in noise, detection of, 150
power of, measurement of, diode voltmeter for, 2998
repetition frequency of, multiplication and division
of, 3506
technique, valves as nonlinear and switching elements in, 1006
trains of, measurements on, using peak-voltage
rectifier circuit, 2170
transmission of, fundamental theory of, 2763, 3352
with varying carrier frequency, frequency spectra
of, 2213

Q factor, low values of, method of computing,
meter readings of, correction of, 3622
Quartz crystals, anelasticity of, 1838

2875

contoured, thickness-shear and flexural vibrations
of, 1697
for filters, characteristics of, 86
harmonic oscillations of, 353, 1272
with incomplete electrodes, thickness-shear vibrations of, 1698

large, hydrothermal synthesis of, 459
manufacture of, 2150
polarity indicator for, 209
properties and manufacture of, 667, 1696
quality of, equipment for testing, 2175
resonators, BT-cut, 7-Mc/s, effect of pile irradiation

on

frequency of, 3610;

properties of, 354;
ters

of, (C)1520

flexural-mode,

measurement of

parame-
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for standard-frequency oscillators, location and
frequency measurement of, 470
suppression of overtones by electrode shaping,
1699
thin, machine for production of, 788

Radar, airborne, reduction of gust loads by use of,

1069
audar audio system for simulating, 148
back-scattering cross-section, of dipoles, comparison
method of measurement, 2310
of two identical nonstaggered unloaded aerials,
2312
and communication theory, relation between, 740
with c.r.-tube display, screen definition in terms of
'information cells,' 743, (C)2408
using transistors, 151
Decca Type-424 airfield equipment, 154
detection of snow formation by, 2405
development of, in Great Britain, 1432
false echoes in line-type pulsers, elimination of, 3228
fluctuating echo from randomly distributed scatterers, interpretation of 741, 742
general-purpose, high-definition, for 3-cm waveband, 1068
harbour-system, beacon for ship identification, 2952
for Rotterdam, plans for, 1435
height indicator Type IS330, 1775
marine, commercial, British, 1436; Kelvin Hughes
Type-2C, with 50-mile range, 423
for preventing collisions at sea, 152
reduction of sea and rain clutter by logarithmic
receivers in, 2953
survey of progress in, 2101
U.S.A., with 16-in. p.p.i. display, 531
meteor location by. See Meteors.
minimum usable signal in reception, 2098
moving-target-indication, receiver, L.C.T., with
elimination of fixed-target echoes, 2407
simple calculation of ground clutter attenuation
in, 1066

optimum pulse-integration angle and system sensitivity of, 738
p.p.i. display, relay system for, 425
precipitation clutter, circular polarization for reduction of, 2100
measurements at 8-mm X, 1774
precipitation echoes, measurement of rainfall by,
424, errors in, 2404
polarization of, 1773

work of Research Centre for Microwave Physics
at Florence on, 739

primary, a.f.c. for, 2679
pulse, false-alarm time in, 2950
superregenerative receivers in, 2097
ranging, errors due to loss of echoes in, demodulator
giving reduction of, 2681
responder, passive, comprising resonator with
crystal, 744
scanning systems, assessment of, 2682
for storm detection, choice of X for, 2951
echoes from thunderclouds, 415

equipment at Entebbe airport for, 153
surveillance, secondary, for air traffic control, 2099
tracking, target glint, theory of, 737
tunable, long-line effects on, 1433
waveguide components for, hybrid-ring method of
testing resistance to breakdown, 2476
50-cm X, study of lightning streamers by, 1063
Radiation, (See also Aerials)
Wien's displacement law, value of constant in, 376
Radio progress, I.R.E. review for 1953, 2273
stations, coastal, British, re-equipment of, 1580
receiving, B.B.C., Tatsfield, measurements and
services performed by, 2210
relay, long-wave 3042,
technology, application of theory of numbers in,
(C)790

theodolite, for tracking radiosonde, 422
-astronomy, (See also Cosmic radiation; Solar
radiation)
Crab nebula, distribution of radio brightness across,
3545
d.c. comparison radiometer for, 2205
distance of radio stars, measurement of, 3205
fundamental results and problems of, 126
interferometer for, wide-band, 2658
for 4-kMc/s solar noise observations, 3204
observations of 21-cm H line, from Magellanic

clouds, 3544

radio-star scintillations, relation to spread F, 3214
review of theory and technique, 390, 1407

search for 210-Mc/s emission from Orion nebula,
396
survey of progress in, 1411
symposium at Jodrell Bank, July 1953, 714
use of known cosmic r.f. sources for checking aerials
and receivers, 2376
Washington conference 1954, 2378
158.5-Mc/s survey of Milky Way, 1409
1.89-m survey of localized sources in Northern
Hemisphere, 1408
1953 Halley lecture on, 395
-links, (See also Communication systems; Radiotelephony; Radiotelegraphy; Television)
Berlin/Hamburg, v.h.f., H6hbeck relay station,
operation and equipment of, 539
Berlin/Leipzig, 560

Chasseral/Mont-Afrique, transmission tests on,
1577
f.m., Berlin/Harz, reliability of, 2498
C.C.I.F. recommendations relating to, 2220
multichannel, frequency-spectrum calculation
for, 248
u.h.f., for telephony, experimental equipment for,
2218

microwave, I.R.E. symposium on, New York, Nov.
1953, 2771
multichannel, Australian, with double f.m., 1576
planning of, c.w. tests and equipment for, 257
s.w., Tangier station, 1917

in 6.7-kMc/s range, providing 8 p.a.m. channels, for
Gulf coast railroad operation, 2219
Radiosonde, at Poona, ground equipment for, 1154
Radiotelegraphy, (See Communication systems)
frequency-shift system, equipment of Perth/Mel-

bourne link, 525
four-channel, 3038

sine-wave keying for, 3037
two-channel system used in U.S.S.R., 3355
use of diversity reception to reduce message errors in, 3036
long-wave, Mainflingen station, equipment of, 1918
Radiotelephony, (See also Communication systems;
Radio links)
Admiralty equipment Type 619, 526
using a.m., comparison of d.s.b. and s.s.b. systems,
1173

f.m., u.h.f., experimental equipment for, 1574
Frankfurt-New

York

service,

voice-operated

switching system, 1912
harbour-system, v.h.f., Japanese, 3679

m-X links for mountainous country, 3678
selective calling systems for, 848

station, located on 4000-ft peak, installation and
maintenance problems, 855

subscribers' links, 3040

u.h.f., using frequency diversity within a single
channel, 3356
u.s.w., for mobile services, survey of, 527
v.h.f., multichannel, design of equipment for, 1575
Rain, charge on, and electric field in thunderstorms,

413
radar for measurement of, 2404
relation between current and rate of rainfall, 139
Reactors, saturable, with inductive d.c. load, transient
response of, 2588
Receivers, (See also Radar; Television)
a.m., codan anti-noise device for, 524

broadcast, a.m., experimental, using transistors,
836, 2206, 3022
assessment of

performance of, 517

f.m., mobile, with wide-band limiter and discriminator, 2501
f.m./a.m., design of, 3346
German, from 1945 to 1953, 514, 1953/1954, circuit refinements of, 515
v.h.f., post-war development in West Germany,
1897

communication, G.E.C. Model BRT400, modifications to, 516
for telegraphy and s.s.b. telephony in German

overseas service, 2500
for West German teleprinter service, 3670
for 60 kc/s,-31Mc/s, model CAT, 2760
conelrad, with carrier-failure alarm, for civil de-

fence, 1170
f.m., experimental, portable, using transistors, 838
with nonideal demodulator characteristic, inter-

of acoustic and e.m. waves,

by arrays of cylinders

or bosses, 3514
of e.m. waves, field at caustic due to, 3535
at inhomogeneous surfaces, 628
total, of e.m. waves, effect of proximity of metal
plate on, 1039
Refractive index, (See also under Atmosphere)
of insulating materials, at mm X, 1840
Regulators, alternating voltage and current, mains
unit, 2227

Relay systems. See Communication systems, Radio

links and Television.
Relays, for airborne electronic
of, 347

equipment, design

electromechanical, design of 1192
e.m., for military electronic equipment, standardization of, 2229
Research, in British Post Office Engineering Department, 3429
institutes, electrical engineering, Italian, Galieo

Ferraris, 1630
Physics centre, Florence, during 1952,

at Microwave
3430

Resistance, of cylinder, for specified boundary conditions, variational method for calculation of, 1732
very high, measurement of, 214, 2729
Resistivity, of alloys, effect of cold work on, 2118
of Cu, Ag and Au, extra-resistivity due to vacancies,
1794

of elements, alloys and compounds, at pressures up
to 100,000 kg/cm2, 1450
of metals, heated by high-current-density pulses,
3574

at h.f., variation in magnetic field, 2913
and lattice defects, 160, 2117
of powders, measurement of, 474
Resistors, carbon, conductivity and noise of, 343
carbon-film, for waveguides, method of production,
3480

coaxial, cylindrical, r.f., design of, 2019
composition, current noise in, 2328
frequency variation of resistance of, 654
fixed, design trends in, 3479

high-resistance, using charge-carrier device, 3150
nonlinear, SiC, experimental investigation of, 3482
with SiC

base, 434

precision, bobbin-type, power rating of, 2585
standard, Au-Cr, behaviour under load, 2719
wire-wound, design of, nomogram for, 2326
Resonators, (See also Piezoelectric crystals; Quartz
crystals)
acoustic, absorption measurements on, 1643
dependence of natural frequency on elastic constants of, 922
design of, 1644
Helmholtz, with damping screen, impedance of,
941, near field of, 1645
cavity, conical-line, calculations for, 1331
cylindrical, effects of distortion on, 1330
design charts, 2335
determination of resonance properties of, 1701
elliptical, operating in TErn, mode, 990
field distribution in, measurement of,
interaction between classical electron
tized field in, 991

ference in, 2502

highly selective, for receiving time signals, 518
logarithmic, using successive-detection principle,

1853
and quan-

measurements on, 799
openings, natural vibrations in, 2334
perturbation effects and their applications, 79
spherical, use of degenerate modes in, 78
temperature-compensated at two frequencies,

3345

with

single crystal, 2759

weakly coupled systems of, equivalence theorem

noise-input power to, minimum detectable
change in, 2208
microwave, noise factor of, monitoring of, 3290
multiple-heterodyne, using v.f.o. controlled by
mean

with

35

square-law detectors, first-probability density

functions

for, 837

superheterodyne, panoramic, response of, 2755
wide-band, microwave, using microstrip components, 1296
superregenerative, in pulsed radar systems, 2097
s.w., permeability tuners for, design of, 2758
Reception, (See also Field strength; Television; Wave
propagation)
cross-modulation effect in field of high power transmitters, 3384
diversity and other methods for overcoming fading
in, 1172

dual-diversity system, analysis of, 2756
in noise, correlation method of, 3344
synchronous magnetic recorder for, 241; design
of, 242
polarization diversity system for, evaluation of per-

formance of, 839
of signals in noise, nonlinear filters for, (D)3024
of weak a.m. signals, using linear detection, 240
Recorders, (See also Sound recorders)
direct-indicating, survey of, 2176
magnetic, synchronous, for detecting weak signals
in noise, 241, 242
Rectifiers, (See also Semiconductors; Valves, crystal)
barrier-layer, for measurement of very small

voltages, 1301

Cu2O, characteristics of, 462
in electrical measurements, survey of field
plication, 3299
hysteresis in, and in thin films, 3249
ignitron, developments in, 861

of ap-

p-phase, analysis for, 2225

Se, d.c. characteristics of, 190

dynamic phenomena in, 778
effect of CdSe intermediate layers in, 1819
factors in application of, 1191
heating problem in, 860
Se-HgSe, experimental investigation of, 3690
Se-disk, in digital computers, 3146
as voltage-dependent resistors, 3689
selenide/metal, properties of, 3691
Reflection, (See also Sound; Wave propagation

668

for, 1700

e.m., with energy losses at
istic functions of, 1702

boundaries, character-

piezoelectric-crystal, partially plated, resonancefrequency shift due to proximity effect in, 2340

Sampling, sequential for attributes, practical application of, 1846
Scattering, (See also Sound; Wave propagation)
of acoustic and e.m.

bosses, 3514

of

waves, by arrays of cylinders or

e.m. waves, by ellipsoid, approximate solution
for field, 707

solutions for field as power series, 706
by turbulent atmospheric fluctuations, 2747
at uneven surfaces, 380
Screening, of amateur transmitters, effectiveness
materials for, 2530
effectiveness of, measurement of, 2223
using metal screens, nomogram for, 2513
steel sheet for test rooms, 2777

with transparent coated glass, 1922
Seals, ceramic/metal, using W-Fe bonding
glass/metal, review of, 789

of

layer, 2455

Semiconductors, (See also Photoconductivity; Photoconductive materials; Photoelectric effect)
aFe2O,, electrical properties of, 2433
B and Se, r.f. absorption bands in, 2120
BaO, diffusion of coloration in, 1114
single-crystal, optical absorption and photoconduction in, 1115
(BaSr)O, structure of, cathodoluminescence study
of, 3240

CaO,

conductivity of, experimental investigation of,

1809

carborundum, luminescence on passage of current
of, 2415

carrier formation and

2967
carrier injection

relaxation on

illumination,

in, effect of traps, on, 1797
CdO, optical absorption of, 3230
CdS, conductivity of, effect of oxygen on, 1812
conversion of n-type to p-type by local heating,
1474

April
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electron-irradiation-produced conductivity of,
3592
films, optical and electrical properties of, 2706
Hall-effect measurements on, 1813
single crystals, breakdown and light emission in,
2960, noise in, frequency dependence of.
3601, properties of, 1814
traps in, due to incorporation of oxygen, 1811
ceramic, technical and bibliographical survey of,
3611

charge-carrier lifetime, deduced from Hall coefficient and resistivity, 1075
compounds of Group II-Group VI and Group III
-Group V elements, relation between ionicity
and energy gap, 2698
compounds of Group III and Group V elements,
1454
experimental determination of properties of, 1798
single-crystal, preparation of, 2138
conduction in impurity bands of, 1451
conduction mechanisms in, 432
conduction in strong electric fields in, equations for,
3519

copper-oxide, formation of intermediate layer below, 3597
Cu2O, absorption spectrum of, effect of electric
field on, 3596

conductivity of, 1815
photomagnetic effect in, 3232
properties of, (C)436, 437, 438, 2432, 3593, 3594,
3595
Cu2S, conductivity of, diffusion theory for, 1119
experiments on, 1120
with diamond-type lattice, annealing bombardment
damage in, 1477
dielectric relaxation and carrier motion in, exact
treatment of, 753
edge dislocations in, trapping energy associated
with, 3250
effect of strong fields on, theory of, 2416
electronic spin in, chemical approach to theory of,
2623
energy-band theory of, differential equations for,
1796
Fermi energy in, graphical method for determination of, 1453
ferromagnetic, ceramic, manganites, experimental
investigation of, 3604
filaments, mechanism of noise generation in, 1100
films, conductivity of, effect of applied e.s. field on,
1452
Ge, annealing bombardment damage in, 1469
atomic heat below 4°K, 1090
blocking contacts with evaporated metal films on,
2979

cast, twinning in, 2123
collision frequency of holes in, 1087
containing compensated impurities, properties of,
2126

conductivity of mechanically disturbed surfaces
of, 1086
conductivity at 2.4 X101U c/s, 1088
Cu-doped, energy level at 0.3 eV in above valence
band, 3263

cyclotron (diamagnetic) resonance in, 1468, directional properties of, 2423
diffusion in, 2128
diffusion of impurities in, 3260
diffusivity and solubility of Cu in, 2430
drift mobilities in, 1462
effect of magnetic field on, 3590
effective

mass of conduction electron in, 1461

electrolytic polishing of, 455
energy bands in, calculation by orthogonalized
plane wave method, 2428, degeneracy of,
1465, (D)2427
etches for, 1470
evaporated films, change of refractive index on
illumination of, 3265
evaporation of Cu from, 167
filaments, noise in at v.l.f., 2705, shot noise in,
171

gold-doped, electrical properties of, 1089
high-field effects in, 2976
impurity concentrations in, method of estimating,
1464

impurity-containing, secondary

emission from,

762
infrared absorption by free carriers in, 1081
infrared refractive index of, 2131
injected carriers in, infrared absorption of, 169,
1083, recombination radiation in, 1084, recombination rates for, 2977
investigation over the intrinsic range, 3257

lattice-scattering mobility in, 1806
magnetic susceptibility of, 1467
mechanical properties of, 1095, temperature
variation of, 1094
with neutral impurities, infrared photoconductivity of, 1808
n-p junction, increase of reverse current with
humidity, 3586, surface conduction channels
in, 3585, surface conduction channels and
excess reverse current

in, 3587

n-type, galvanomagnetic effects in, theory of,
2425, investigation of trapping in, 2130,
measurements on, and semiconductor theory,
2127, single-crystal, measurement of surface
properties of, 3261
phenomena observed on melting and solidifying,
3588

photomagnetoelectric effect in, 2104, and photodiffusion effect in, 748
p-n junctions in, preparation by surface melting,
1807, production by recrystallization from
In solution, 2447

secondary electron emission from, 2132
dependence of resistivity of, 1466, 3264
production of acceptor levels by plastic deformation, 2124
p-type, with Au and Cu impurities, infrared absorption and photoconductivity in, 2426,
Hall coefficient and mobility in, 2975, infrared absorption of, 756, 1082, n-type surface conductivity on, 166
recombination in, effect of Ni and Cu on, 2429,
at lineage boundaries in, 3259, photonradiative, 3258
relations between impurity content, resistivity
and Hall coefficient, 454
resistivity of, measurement of, four-probe method
for, 1502, modulation by ultrasonic vibrations, 164
resistivity striations in, 2704
Seebeck effect in, 3262
single crystal, grown by withdrawal from melt,
radius of, 2990, mosaic structure on, 2974,
solubility and ionizability of impurities in,
1463, temperature regulator used in production of, 1788, 2409, thermally induced acceptors in, 170
solubility and diffusion of Ni in, 3589
surface conductivity of, effect of ambient medium
on 2424, oxygen-induced, 168
surface recombination velocity in, temperature
dependence of, 1085, 2978
thermal conversion from n to p type. 435
thermoelectric power of, measurements of, 1091'
below room temperature, 1093
twin boundaries in, passage of carriers across,
2431
vacuum-heat-treated, thermal acceptors in, 755
Ge and Si, alloys of, equilibrium thermochemistry
of, 2419, 2420
crystallizing from melt, shape of molten zone in,
1804
direct measurement of permittivity, 1803
electron multiplication in wide p-n junctions,
1079
growth of crystals, segregation of impurities durpressure

photomagnetomechanical
'planar'

p-n junctions

Ge, PbS, PbSe, and PbTe, making stable contacts
to, 3280
general Hall-effect equation for, 165
grey tin, electronic conduction in, 2135
magnetic properties of, 1476
mechanism of conduction in, 1475
Hall effect in, graphical representation of, 3251
isothermal, theory of, 433
impurity, band structure in, 2413
intermetallic compounds, CdSb, experimental investigation of, 1099
InAs, properties of, 3268
InSb, anomalous optical absorption limit in, 2134,
conductivity measurement on, significance
of, 3269, effects of neutron irradiation in,
2133, electrical properties of, 2707, electrical
properties of at low temperatures, 2981, experiments on, 1816, Hall effect and conductivity of, 758, optical properties of, 1098,
photoeffects in, 3233, variation of properties
at melting point, 3573
1471
Mg2GeySnlv,
Mg,Sb2, measurements on, 3591
properties of, 2412
internal photoeffect in, quantum-statistical treatment of, 1456
isotropic, high-mobility, effect of magnetic field
on, 3579

junction layers in, capacitance of, 3577
MgO, optical properties in vacuum ultraviolet, 2980
sintered, conductivity and thermoelectric power
of, 172
minority carriers in, diffusion of, 1795
lifetime of and contact-injection ratio in, 2129
NiO, electrical properties of, 2434
noise in, 2438
Gisolf's theory of, 2139
nonpolar, radiationless recombination in, theory of,
3576

and p-type, current-carrier mobility-ratio measurement in, 162
optical absorption in, theory of, 2106
oxide, transparent films made of, 2435
PbS, bulk photoeffects in, 1778
effect of Sb content on, 2136
energy gap of, further evidence for value 0 *4eV,
2436
energy levels of, calculations of, 2137
impurity-type, superconductivity of, 1458
PbS and similar binary compounds, interpretation
of Hall effect and resistivity data, 1818
PbSe, mobility of charge carriers, temperature de-

pendence of, 163
PbSe and PbTe, single-crystal and thin-film, electrical properties of, 2982
phosphorus, black, electrical properties of, 1459
photoconduction in, theory of, 3578
photomagnetic effect in inhomogeneous magnetic
field in, 3580

effect in, 2414
in, 3253
formation by melting and

in,
solidifying, 2125

re-

model for study of, 1455
point contacts to, electrothermal characteristics of,
111

polar, theory of electronic conduction in, 381
and p-type, experiments on, 3252
powders,
under pressure, conductance of, 2439
resonant-cavity study of, 2437
Se, amorphous, conductivity in strong fields of,
3583, simulated crystal structure of, 2971,
structure of, and transition to crystalline
state,

1077

conduction mechanism in, 2700
crystals, anisotropic resistivities at 200

Mc/s,

1076
dielectric properties of barrier layers, 1490
Hall coefficients of, isothermal and adiabatic,

comparison of, 2699
microcrystalline, pure and with metal additions,
electrical properties of, 1801
polycrystalline, conductivity of, frequency dependence of, 1800, resistivity at high field
strength of, 2972
liquid, conductivity measurements on,

solid and
3582

sources of, 187

Si, As-doped, spin resonance of,

3254

with Au as donor, 1805
avalanche breakdown in, 2973
band structure of, cellular-method calculation of,
3584
crystals, tip-fusion method for growth for, 2708
drift mobilities in, 2421
Hall mobility of electrons and holes in, 2703
impurity levels in, optical investigation of, 2422
n- and p-type, paramagnetic resonance in, 1080

p-type, gold-doped, photoconductivity measurements on, 3256

single crystals, induction-heating
growing, 3255
SiC, granular aggregates, nonlinear

method

for

resistance

of,

173

ing, 2417

in liquid state, surface tension of, 188
mobility of Li and Cu impurity ions in, 1802
photomagnetoelectric effect in, 3231
piezoresistance effect in, 2418
p-n junctions, electron-voltaic effect induced by
,6 particles in, 1799
production of acceptor centres by compression in,
1460
resistivity of, measurement of, 807
single crystals, elastic constants of, 189, large,
preparation of, 460

Hall effect

absorption spectrum of, 754
SiC-base complexes, properties of, 434
space-charge polarization effects in, 1024
infrared

statistics

sulphides

applied to,

161

of chromium, electrical and galvanomag-

properties of, 1817
Te, effect of thermally produced
netic

on,

lattice defects

3598

properties of,

temperatures, 2702
Single crystals, infrared properties of, 2122, infrared refractive index of, 2121
at low

alloys, properties of,
theory of, review of, 439
of
theory
systems, rectifiers and
posed of, 3599
Te and Te-Se

2701

complexes corn-

thermal and electrical conductivity of,

tween,

be-

relation

2968

thermal rectification effect in, 1457
thermoelectric power of, temperature dependence

of, theory of, 2119, theory of, 1092
ceramic and single-crystal, electrical

TiO2 (rutile),

properties of,

use in

voltage

istics,

757

dividers with

logarithmic

character-

2879

ZnO, energy-level

models of, 1810

ZnS, single crystals, properties of, 1096
Servomechanisms, (See also Control systems)
in analogue computers, 646
analogue methods in design of, 1183

application of statistical methods to, 1582
components, lf. response of, measurement
hydraulic, electronic simulator for, (D)981
linear, step-

to

frequency-response

1851

of,

transforms

for,

1921

nonlinear, analysis by phase-plane-delta
3044

method,

858

with several independent variables,
nonlinear feedback in to improve transient response,
1186

sampling, application

pulse

of

(D)2222

subject

to

large amplitude

transfer

oscillation,

function

to,

stabilization

of, 1187
of papers on, 2776
third-order, graphical method of analysis

symposium

Signal generators, (See
Test equipment)
electromechanical,
(A) 1867

frequency-sweep,

testing

for

range

for

microwave, harmonic,

of,

servomechanisms,

c/s-200

20

488

kc/s, 487

Signals, band-limited, spectra of, 1908
frequency spectra of pulses with varying
frequency, 2213
Skin effect. See Conduction.
Snow,

electrification of,

1188

Generators; Oscillators;

also

carrier

414

radar for detecting generating level of, 2405
Solar activity, effects on ionosphere of, 135

and geomagnetism,

ionospheric

and

prominences,
392,

coronal

geomagnetic

bursts of

r,f.

between,

line,

1751,

in-

2643

effects of flares,

1405

radiation associated

with,

393

quiescent,

theoretical

tions in,
theories

review

eclipse,

layer,
25th

study

equilibrium

1404

depending

Solar corona,

Solar

correlation

by yellow

dicated

on

moving

knowledge

corpuscular,

sunspot

fields,

on,

effects

ionosphere

F2

2673

Feb.
critical

1952,

anomalous

frequency

during,

variation

F2-layer
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1955

20th Aug. 1952, effect on ionosphere at Buenos
Aires, 136
Solar radiation, r.f., Bailey's theory of, 1400, 1401
bursts, associated with solar prominences, 392,
393, asymmetrical distribution at 4 m X of,
2650, directional effect in, 1043, evidence
harmonics in spectrum of, 391, from M regions, 1044, Type III, as evidence of ejection
of fast particles, 2377, at 4-1 m, correlation
with solar flares, (A)2646
equipment for measurements at 160 Mc/s and
9 350 kMc/s, 716
fine structure of, and space-charge-wave amplification in shock front, 2644
thermal, and source of coronal heating, 2645
at X 21 cm, observations of distribution over
quiet sun, 715
at X 10 cm, observations during partial eclipse,
2647
Soldering, using In, for thin metal films, 2154
and welding, of Al to other materials, 787
Sound, (See also Absorption; Acoustics; Diffraction;
Reflection)
acoustic streaming, at high Reynolds numbers, 927
at low Reynolds numbers, 926
acoustic streaming equations, 928
attenuation of, in narrow tubes, 1635
in rectangular duct with absorbent wall, charts
for, 309, experiments on, 310
edge tones, at high jet speeds, analysis of, 924
field, optical methods for displaying, 614
spherical, force on sphere in, measurement of,
1637, theory of, 1636
high-intensity, microphones for measurement of,
320
insulation, light-weight structures for, 2842
intensity of, thermocouple-probe method for determination of, 2836
loudness of, relation between sone and phon scales
for, 1276
true ratio scale for, 1652
loudness level and loudness sensation, survey of
work on, 1653
magnetic damping of, in conducting media, 932
magnetic dispersion in plates, 3433, 3434
musical and vocal, modification of by integrator
and differentiator circuits, 3437
propagation of, in anisotropic medium, 296
in ducts with rectangular bends, effects of discontinuities in, 2277, 2278
in gases, in cylindrical tubes, theory of, 295,
translational and relaxational dispersion in,
1632
in medium with random fluctuations of refractive index, 929, 931, 1633, 2275
in open air, effect of wind on, 930
theory of, based on nonlinear gas dynamic equa-

tions, 294

transient disturbance, in tubes, 611
tube with piston, analysis for, 2276
tubes, 612
water-filled pipes with zero-impedance walls,
308
radiation of, from plates in flexural vibration, 949
zonal radiators for, 3436
of
in
in
in

radiation pressure, physics of,
ranging, nomograms for, 3561
for sea-depth measurements, development of,
1430
rarefaction pulses, distortion of, 1269
reflection, nonspecular, at rough surface of, 2282
in open-ended tube, theory of, 2279
scattering, application of variational principles to,
I

3105
by reinforced cylindrical shells, 925
in turbulent stream, 1270
sources, circular piston, with transient loading,

analysis for, 298

linear arrays, directivity of, 936, approximate
calculation of, 937

membranes, mass-loaded, theory of, 921
plate, with transient loading analysis for, 297
power of, measurement of, 943
pulse, underwater-spark, 490, underwater-spark,
for echo sounding, 223
and receivers, directional-characteristic diagrams
of, interpretation of, 7
spectrography, applications in acoustics research,
3107

transmission, through membrane stretched across
tube, 1634
through steel plates immersed in fluid, 307
in structures, calculation of, 1277
velocity of, in air at low pressure, measurement of,
615, (D)2552
in liquids, measurement of, 1647, 1649, measurement of for small quantities, 1648
at low temperature, optical method for measurement, 3439
measurement using ultrasonic-pulse equipment,
3109
in ocean, measurement of, 1646
in water, 1430, dispersion of, experiments on,
2289

200-c/s-4-kc/s, analysis of, correlatograph for, 58
recorders, magnetic, 'wow' tests for, 473
recording, disk, design interrelations in, 12
film, using electro-optic crystal, 1663
on glass disks, photographic technique of, 2848
international conference, Paris, 1954, 2560
magnetic, bibliography 1900-1953, 3119

c.r.-tube monitor for, 1290
distortion due to mechanical causes in, 3447
effect of h.f. biasing in, 1289
heads for, accurately dimensioned diamagnetic
gaps for, 3448, electron-tube beam-deflection
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type, 11, 1985, 3449, ferrites in, 2846, structure and performance of, 323
multitrack systems, echo phenomena in, 2845
outline of, 2295
possible applications of, 1291
print-through effect in, pre-echo and post-echo in,

Synchronization, (See also Television)
for communication systems, theory and design of,

stereophonic, for films, 1278, 1280
studies on, 9, 324, 1287
synchronization with film of, 2561
tapes for, manufacture of, 620, measurement of
coercivity and remanence of, 2466, measurement of speed of transport of, 1662, measurement of surface induction of, (C)3118
combined with television recording, 2517, 2847,
3050
recording and reproduction, I.R.E. standard 53
I.R.E. 19S2, methods for determining flutter con-

Telecommunications, in British Commonwealth, 1565
in Italy, coaxial cable network for, 13
Telecontrol, 260
of receivers, over single Post Office line, 3685
Telegraphy, code converters for interconnection of
Morse and teleprinter systems, 2506
codes and code converters, survey of, 2507
review of progress since 1946, 2766
tone systems, frequency spectra with amplitude
and phase keying, 3354
Telemetry, equipment for transmission of meteorological data, 815
for guided missiles, 1525
modulated-light-beam system for, 2481
review of methods of, (D)1523, 1870
and telecontrol, of Van de Graaff generator, 817
7-channel, parachute-borne unit, 2744
Telephony, review of progress since 1946, 2766
Television, (See also Aerials; Interference)
amateur, report of progress in, 541
applications, in optics, 1932
in particle counting, 1882
in remote observation of moving object, 3382
aspect ratio and geometric distortion, measurement
of, standard 54 I.R.E. 23 S1 on, 3053
bandwidth reduction in, techniques for, (D)872
bandwidth requirements for, 2234
British system of, generation of picture signal in,

1288

tent, 1661

magnetic-drum, variable time-delay device using,
322

stereophonic, for cinemas, equipment for, 1279,
1281
reproducers, disk, design of, 12
reproduction, disk, distortion in, 313
forces on pickup in, 2297
measurement of distortion of, 476
reduction of background noise in, 1658
equipment for, review of exhibitions of, 2558
magnetic, correction of frequency-response changes
due to magnetic-head wear, 10
c.r.-tube head for, 11
electron-tube head for, cores for, 1985
stereophonic, in the cinema, equipment for, 1282,
1355, using multiple magnetic sound tracks,
619
principles and applications of, 1651
Spectrometry, mass, applications in the electronic industry, 3075
Spectroscopy, microwave, using Stark cell, measurement of absorption coefficients by, 3540
at 1-2 mm X, experimental methods and results,
2079

Speech, acoustic structure of, 944
analyser, c.r.o. apparatus with coordinate converter
for, 3440
analysis, using magnetically recorded elements, 945
communication methods, research on, 613
experiments on, survey of, 2555
identification by, 2839
recognition of, with one and with two ears, 947
sound spectrographs for, design of, 2840
synthesizer, using magnetic-drum recording, 946
waveform correlator for, 3113
Spinels, (See also Ferrimagnetic materials)
physical and crystallographic properties of, 461
Stability, of networks, Nyquist's criterion for, simple
derivation of, 3489
of third-order servomechanisms, graphical method
of analysis of, 1188
Stabilization, frequency, of reflex-klystron oscillators,

93
of square-wave-modulated microwave transmissions, (A)652, 2017
of servomechanism subject to large amplitude oscillation, 1187
of voltage, current and magnetic field, review of,
862
Stabilizers, current, alternating, for valve-heater

supply, 865
current and voltage, for laboratory use, survey of,
power

3046

voltage, alternating, analysis of operation of, 3047,
using biased reactor, 1584, using self-heating
valves as variable resistance, 2824
direct, for 0-300 V, 863, for 70 V upwards, 2228
effect of valve-heater-voltage variations on, 1925
using series combination of glow-discharge tube
and barretter, 1583
Standard frequency transmissions, from M.S.F., expected accuracy of, 3289
Standards, (See also Television)
definitions of terms, relating to aerials and waveguides, 53 I.R.E. 2 S1, 631
relating to audio techniques, 54 I.R.E. 3 Sl,

2876
for linear-varying-parameter and nonlinear circuits, 53 I.R.E. 4 S1, 1693
relating to photocells, 54 I.R.E. 7 S1, 3394
relating to standard volume indicator, 2461
electrical, accuracy of measurement of, (D) 1125
flutter measurement in sound recording and reproducing, 53 I.R.E. 19 S2, 1661
graphical symbols for electrical diagrams, 54 I.R.E.
21 S1, 3102
on measurement of aspect ratio and geometric distortion, 54 I.R.E. 23 S1, 3053
on measurement of interference from television
receivers, 54 I.R.E. 17 S1, 3671
Sun, distribution of r.f. brightness across, 2648
and model corona, 2649
Sunspot cycle, and ionosphere, review for 1953, 1060
revised mean curve showing increased asymmetry,
2081
and time distribution of geomagnetic storms, 3207
with very long period, evidence for, 717
Sunspots, magnetic field strength in, 1402
magneto-hydrodynamic theory of, 1752
Svitches, a.t.r., window material and filling for, 3423
electronic, ratchet device for increasing or decreasing intervals between pulses, 3153
using ferrite-cored transformers, 3484
proximity, effect of humidity variation on, 1526
t.r., using gas-discharge tubes in, 2870
Switching, in bistable circuits, device for observation
on

oscilloscope,

2590

1563

for power-generating stations, using
(A)814
pulling effect in, 2018

c.r.

tube

271
receivers for, 2241
transmission of picture waveform in, 873

broadcasting networks, planning of, 532, 2785
u.h.f., in Federal German Republic, 3380
compensation for, 1927
image iconoscope, used at Bussum (Netherlands),

cameras, aperture

875

image orthicon, 547
imaging properties of, 3696
lenses for, measurement of performance of, 2236
photoconductive, for light and X-ray pictures,
1935
signal/noise ratio and types of interference in,
1936
supericonoscope Type IS 9 mm/10, 2239
survey of, 548
vidicon, for film transmissions, 2519, for X-ray
pictures, 2240
centre, of N.W.D.R, at Hamburg-Lokstedt, 563,
architectural aspects of, 564, electroacoustic
equipment of, 3706, heating, installations etc.
for, 565, switching equipment for, 566
synchronizing-signal distribution at, 3379
closed-circuit system using vidicon, 1198
colorimetry in, 1199
colour, amplitude distortion in, measurement of,
1151
basic concepts and evolution of, 1199
for Britain, band-I, use of adjacent channel for
colour signal, 545, possible systems for, 1590
coaxial-cable transmission of, 1194

colorplexer, 1193
colortron, C. B. S., 1228
compatible systems, investigation of, 1208
converter for accommodating N.T.S.C. signal
in coaxial-cable bandwidth, 536
c.r. tube for, four-gun type, 559, phosphor screens
for, preparation of, 2248
delay equalization in, 1210
demodulators using heptodes or cascode-connected circuits, 2788
determination of subjective white for, 265
effect of receiver errors on colour reproduction,
3700
electronic masking in, 1205
film reproduction in, brightness modification proposals for 1211
image orthicon Type 1854 for, 1216
kinescope, R.C.A. three-beam shadow mask, 1227
matrix networks for, 1206
N.T.S.C. compatible system, 1199, (C)3369,
adaptation of monochrome transmitters to,
1215, colorimetric analysis of, 1201, introduction to, 1589, laboratory receiver for study
of, 1229, modification of signal to suit single-

tubes, 3699, outline of, 3367, principles
of, 270, receiver circuits for, 1225, receivers
for, 1592, receivers for, chromatron in, 1226,
reproduction of luminance detail by three
different forms of, 1209, sideband interference problem in, 870, signal specifications
for, 871, signal specification for, verifying
adherence to, 1150, signal specifications for,
July 1953, 544, synchronization in, 1588,
synchronization in, d.c. quadricorrelator for,
1224, synchronous demodulators for, 1223,
1593, synchronous demodulators for, pulsedenvelope type, 2245, synchronous detector
for, using product demodulators with beamdeflection tube, 2244, 2524, test signals for
alignment of Q and I demodulators, 2732,
transmission primaries in, 1200, transmission
of transients in, 543
optimum use of channel space for, 542
photoelectric colorimeter for, 1203
psychophysical and electrical foundations of,
1199
quantitative spectral measurements in, 1202
receivers, deflection-coil assemblies for, 3065,
gun
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factory adjustment procedures for, 3377, i.f.
amplifier design for, 3701, improving transient response of, 1222
reproduction of colours in outdoor scenes, 1204
subjective and objective aspects of colour rendering in, (D)3368
test gear for, 1152
transients in, 1207
405-line system, demonstration in London of,
2516
community systems, line amplifiers for, 3066
Coronation transmissions, technical arrangements
for, 2231
coverage of v.h.f. and u.h.f. transmitters, influence
of terrain on, 1928
c.r. tubes, production of X rays by, 2246
yoke astigmatism in, 3704
development of, 1920
for countries with small sales, 3051
recent, in U.S.A., 869
distortion of video signal due to attenuation and
phase distortion of system, 2515
European exchange arrangements, summer 1954,
2780
experimental equipment at Technische Hochschule,
Vienna, 273
gamma correction, for subjectively correct brightness scale, 2249
links, cable, Birmingham/Manchester/Holme Moss,
1195, London/Birmingham, (D)2781, phasecorrection network for, 1196
cable and radio, waveform-response specifications
for, 3365
radio, Belfast/Kirk o' Shotts, 867, Cologne
/Frankfurt/Neustadt, dm-X, 538, equipment
for outside broadcasts, dm-4, 537, microwave, Manchester/Kirk o' Shotts, 2784,
(A)3366, microwave, Tokyo/Osaka, 2783,
pulse-regeneration equipment for, 558,
pulse-regeneration equipment at Hohbeck
relay station, 2247, transmitter for, f.m.
magnetron oscillator in, 904, u.h.f., Berlin
/Leipzig, 2782, u.h.f., Berlin/Leipzig, equipment of, 3693, u.h.f., between Germany and
Switzerland, 3694
and motion-picture systems, image structure in
1232, 1233
in New Zealand, recommended standards for, 2235,
3054
phase equalizers for, design of, 1933
picture, characteristics of, 540
picture quality, improvement by deliberate introduction of echoes, 3067
influence of phase/frequency characteristic on,
1234
optics in, applications, of 1932
projection, for cinema, Russian system, 3373
large-screen, Philips EL5750, 275
receivers, image intensifier for, 3061, increase of
picture brightness in, 276
Schmidt-type system, aperture-response testing
of, 1594
receivers, for Argentine standards, 1219
band-III converter, 2242
choice of i.f. for, 2520, for bands I and III, 1938,
international enquiry on, 2787, in relation
to interference in, U. S. survey of 3068
d.c. component in, importance of, 552, 1220,
(D) 1937
deflection system for, 3064, with castellated
ferroxcube cores, 3378, design of, 2522
detection in noise, 3703
direct-drive line-timebase circuit for, 277, 2523
Ge-diode detectors for sound in h.f. effects in,
1230
German review of, 550, 1953/1954, survey of, 551
interlacing in relation, to synchronizing separators in, 2527
measurements on, 2479, 3376, 3634
using nonsynchronous power, design of, 549
performance testing of, 3010
picture distortion due to inexact tuning in, 3707
printed-circuit, French, 1221, 3059
production of, mechanization of, 556
signal overload relay for, 2243
synchronization of, flywheel systems for, 1941,
using symmetrical-transistor phase detector,
2525
synchronizing-signal separator and a.g.c. system
for, 554, 555
tuner for, for bands I and III, 1939, for bands I
and III, valves for, 3417, for channels 2-83,
553, u.h.f., 535, 1940
Type Leningrad T-2, 2521
u.h.f., use of r.f. amplifier stage in, 2526
with valve heaters in series, 3374
v.h.f., 3-channel, 'Sever' model, 3698
with 6-in. c.r. tube, ringing-choke h.v. unit for,
557
625/819-line multichannel, 3060
recording, film for, 1930
magnetic-tape system, 2517, 2847, 3050, possibilities of, 1291
survey of methods for, 1931
16-mm projector, for operation with television

camera, 268
35-mm-film camera for, 3695
satellite station operation, 2232
scanner, for colour films, 3372
film, continuous-motion, 2237
for film-negative scanning, 1934
flying-spot, 1217, with rotating-prism optical
compensator, 2238, for 16-mm film, 3371,
for 16-mm colour film, 3058
preamplifier for use with iconoscope, 874
standards converter, 819-line/405-line, 272

station, on Feldberg, equipment for, S62
studio, acoustic problems of, 567
air-conditioning installations in, acoustical
measurements on, 1656
Bussum (Netherlands), equipment for, 877
C.B.S. Television City, detailed account of, 3052
equipment, light-trace marker, electronic, 3057
lighting procedure for, 2529
sound equipment for, at Bussum (Netherlands),
878
special effects for productions, 561
subscription systems, coin-operated, 1197
synchronizing-signal generator, portable, 2233
synchronizing signals, Australian standards, 3370
test equipment, for scanning linearity in receivers,
811

for television links, 210
test-pattern generator for, 3009
test films, 1953 S.M.P.T.E., 269
for theatres, U.S.A. distribution networks for, 3049
transmission systems, multiplex, 3692
transmission vans, picture mixer, 4-channel, 568
transmitters, h.f. filters for, 361

Leipzig, 560
low-level-modulation, at Kirk o' Shotts and
Wenvoe, 274, (D)2518
u.h.f., using klystron power amplifiers, 3056,
Type-FTL 20-B, description of, 2786
viewing, eye movements in, 1235
Test equipment, (See also individual instruments;
Television)
distortion and noise meter Type 1932-A, 216
for harmonic response of linear systems, (D) 1147
magnetron stability tester, 2477
microwave, 2727
block construction of, 2726
pulse-echo meter for testing coaxial cable, 1136,
1868, 3293, 3623
for quartz crystal quality, 2175
S-band, with frequency-sweep generator, 486
spark gaps for breakdown testing of waveguides,
800

standard, for acoustic and electroacoustic

appara-

tus, 2835
for transient tests on electroacoustic systems, 1866
Thermistors, characteristics and applications of, 653,
2327
chart for finding resistance at given temperature
3151

circuit elements, theory of, 3481
manufacture of, 1327
Thermodielectric effect, experiments on, 2620, 2621
theory of, 3186
Thermomagnetic effect, experiments on, 2928
Time, (See also Clocks)
and frequency, measurement of, (D)2 165
marker, using gas-filled counter tubes, for electroas

cardiography, 2186
standards, atomic clocks as, 3615
comparison of pendulum, quartz and atomic
clocks as, 469
Timebases, modified Miller type, with sweep durations
of 5 jAs-15 ms, 2607
Transducers, application of negative feedback to, 617
BaTiOs, admittance/temperature characteristics of,
938

cylindrical, sensitivity of, 2830

directional, wide-band, for underwater operation,
315
suppression of unwanted flexural vibrations in,
2280

bimorph, rectangular, sensitivity of, theoretical determination of, 954
electric and magnetic types, laws of force for, 953
electroacoustic, bidirectional, 316
equivalent circuits for, 3115
for liquid-borne sounds, efficiency measurements on,
939
mechano-acoustic, wide-band, using Helmholtz
resonators, 923
piezoelectric, with Hg backing, operating in water,
characteristics of, 2281
low-Q, equivalent-circuit constants of, 2829
for remote indication of mechanical movements,
1524

thermoelectric, materials for, inapplicability of
titanates as, 2911
Transductors, with high-impedance control-winding
termination, 1691
Transformers, a.f., design of, charts for, 67, new materials and techniques in, 340
coaxial-line type, construction and calibration of,
3478
h.f., using coupled two-conductor lines, 996
power, small, prevention of insulation ionization in,
2584
pulse, design of, 1826
peaking, design of, 68
wide-band, 10-kVa, for Birmingham synchrotron,
69
Transients, calculation of, by Tricomi's method, 2163
response to, measurement of, c.r.o. method using
spiral trace for, 2730
in transmission systems, effect of phase-characteristic straightening on, 244
Transistors, (See also Valves, crystal)
amplifier circuits using, 2346
applications in telephone-system power plants, 3387
characteristic-curve tracer for, 2180

parameters of, impedance-matrix
representation of, 3156
quadripole representation of, 2542
diffusion equation for, solution of, 3713
equivalent circuits of, physical basis of, 3074
field-effect, potential distribution over whole length
of channel, 1950
characteristic

April

German types, characteristics and applications of,
1606
in i.f. amplifiers, 2056
injecting properties of emitter contacts and light
spots in, 1245
internal oscillations in, 2540, 3392, 3715
junction, for a.f. power applications, 1247
admittance of, bridges for measurement of, 480
alloy, advances in, 3071, current gain of, 1954,

Ge, high-power, 3391, n-p-n, production and
properties of, 891, n-p-n, Si, power-handling
capacity of, 3072, P-n-p, with extended frequency range, 1955, surface recombination
rate in, 1953
in amplifiers, 1366
in d.c. amplifiers, 1367
design theory of, 1244
diffusion-type and drift type, quadripole theory of
3389
'drift' type, 1605
electrolyte analogue, study of carrier flow problems by, 3073
in experimental broadcast receiver, 2206, 3022
frequency variation of parameters of, 2537
gain of, effect of surface recombination and junction shape on, 2797, variation with emitter
current of, 2798
noise in, 3393
n-p-n, channel effect in, influence of water vapour
on, 1951

p-n-p, noise in, 1248, power amplifiers using, design of, 2059, 2902, Type CK-722, amplifiers
and oscillators using, 2597
for power stages, design of, 1952
in power supply for G-M counters, 3361
switching time in, 2539
symmetrical, in television synchronization circuits, 2525
theory of, extension of, 3390
triode, p-n-i-p, and n-p-i-n, 2799
in two-stage amplifiers, 2058
life of, study of factors affecting, 1604
manufacture of, R.C.A. techniques for, 284
as mixers, 1898
as network elements, 2026
oscillators using, 1718
physics of, and analogue-type of, 3600
point-contact, in airborne radar display unit, 151
conversion

of Ge diodes to. 892

cooling of, kerosene for, 71
experimental local-station receivers using, 836
Ge, p-type h.f. operation of, 2538
Si, forming of, 1246, forming of, enhanced a in,
1607

point-emitter/junction collector type, 2796
properties of, review of, 439
surface-barrier, circuit applications of, 692
h.f. performance of, 894
manufacture of, 896
principles of, 893
properties of metal/semiconductor contacts in,
895

switching circuits using, (C)659
improvement of speed of by irradiation, 1949
speed of response of, 2592
temperature-compensated, d.c. amplifiers using,
2060

temperature rise with power dissipation, determination of, 2259
theory and application, 283, 341, 658, 1013
time lag phenomena in, measurement of, 1516
Type A, physical principles of, 2258
Type OC51, in 160-m transmitter, 2254
Transmission, a.f., terminology of, standard 54 I.R.E.
3 S1 on, 2876
lines, (See also Cables; Waveguides)
coaxial, conical adapters for, Brewster's angle in
design of, 2852
connectors for, experimental determination of
quality of, 2460
hyperbolic matching sections, 327
laminated, design formulae for, 3124
short, effect of irregularities on steady-state
characteristics, 1668
TEM waves in, analysis for, 1298
test method based on elongation of short-duration
signal, 2463
uniform, reduction of pulse distortion by frequency translation in, 2298
coupled, theory of, 2562
delay, lumped-parameter, with corrected frequency
characteristics, 2030
with multilayer winding, 3157
for pulse-frequency multiplication, 3506
dielectric, possible modes in, 964
graphical representation of relations between
normalized impedance and reflection coefficient

of, 963
helical, attenuation and power-handling capacity
of, calculation of, 1666
coupling of modes in, 3451
with inner coaxial conductor, 3123
with inner and/or outer coaxial cylinders, analysis
for, 2300
with outer coaxial conductor, 621
with high s.w.r., impedance and efficiency of, calculation of, 1294

insertion loss, chart for, 965

analysis by Kennelly method of
successive reflections, 1295
matching sections for, two-section X/4 transformer

with irregularities,

as, 966
metal and dielectric, survey of recent work on, 326
microstrip, design for high-Q, 3453
for kMc/s range, 1990
low-loss, 1669
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1955

properties of components made of, 1296
parallel, coupled, waves of current without voltage
in, 2851
parallel to earth, field of, theory of, 1989
parallel-wire, as h.f. transformer, 996
losses in, at 150 Mc/s-1.5 kMc/s, 2311
propagation of pulses in, calculation of attenuation
and distortion for, 1297
reflection coefficient of, circle diagram for, 626
surface-wave, analysis for E-H wave, 1293
corrugated, properties of, 2301
design of, 1988
dielectric-coated experimental investigation of,
2849
dielectric, tubes as, 3458
different possible types of wave near, 625
experiments on, 623, 1665, 3122
losses of, 3121
stratified, theory of, 3120
theory of, 624
terminations in, surges at. Th6venin's equivalent
circuit for study of, 3452
theory of, application of properties of equiangular
spirals in, 1667
Transmitter-receivers, mobile, ph.m., for 70-85-Mc/s
and 156-170-Mc/s bands, 2510
portable, 28-Mc/s, for emergency use, 3358
for ships' lifeboat, with kite-supported aerials,
2270
for 160-m and 80-m bands, for telephony and c.w.
operation, 530, (C)856
Transmitters, (See also Television)
a.m., design problems of, 2792
automatic tuning device for, 884, 1600
broadcasting, f.m., remote control of, 260
m.f., transmission-quality tests on, 1944
unattended, 281
v.h.f., band III, experimental, B.B.C., 2256
100-kW, Type BD. 253, design of, 2252
300-kW, RIAS Berlin, parallel connection of sections in, 1943
communication, low-power, automatic-tuning, for
range 300 kc/s-26 Mc/s, 1598
m.f., using ferrite-cored h.f. transformers, 2533
for 4-26 Mc/s, 3386
1-MW, for 14 5-35 kc/s, for U.S. Navy, 2791
coupling circuits for, 3383
f.m., v.h.f., experimental, using point-contact
transistor, 1599, Type BRT-108, for point-topoint or general use, 883
master-oscillator power-amplifier type, design of,
1597
medium- and high-power, air-cooling arrangements
for, 2803
output stages for, design of from valve data, 2253
s.w., 70-kW, independent-sideband, for radio link,
882, 2255
telegraphy, multichannel, 3-25-Mc/s, 5-kW, 574
using wide-band output stage, as source of crossmodulation, 3384
twin-500-kW, long-wave, 3357
160-m, using transistor, 2254
Ultrasonics, applications of, determination of elastic
constants, 1522
echo-sounding equipment for special purposes,
review of, 3310
flaw detectors, improvements made at N.P.L.,
3311
medical, survey of, 2285
nondestructive testing of materials, 3313
cavitation noise in water, spectrum of, 2833
dispersion, measurement of, modulation method
for, 1639
focusing device for, 2283, 2284
generators for, electrodynamic types, 2550
jet-type, intensity of vibrations of, 940
magnetostrictive, based on distributed amplifier,
3012
in liquids, piezoelectric probes for field measurements, 2287
pulse apparatus for measurements of absorption
and phase velocity, 3108
transmission through porous bodies, 1641
mechanical force on obstacle, measurements of,
1273
phase fluctuations of waves along ground, 1271
power delivered by source, standardization of expression for, 3106
pressure distribution in field, optical-refraction
method for study of, 2288
radiation pressure, nonisotropy at high intensity of,
2834

recent developments in, 300

standing waves, modulation of, 1983
underwater scattering by liquid cylindrical ob-

stacles, 1640
velocity of propagation, pulse method of measurement of, 3438
Undulators, magnetic, mm-X, motion of electron in,
1036, radiation from, 1037

Vacuum gauges, ionization, cold-cathode, 3563, coldcathode, sorption and desorption of gas in, 427,
hot-cathode, demountable, 2954, for pressures
down to 10-10 mm Hg, 2955, with range 108-10-4
mm Hg, 428, of simplified construction, 2684
McLeod, thermistor, 1-10-7 mm Hg, 3229
micromanometer, for pressures down to 0.03 At
Hg, 746
Pirani, design of, 2683
pump, diffusion-type, gas concentration in, 3565,
portable, for pressures down to 10-6 mm Hg,
747
technique, diffusion of He in glass, 3564

gettering, influence of electron impact on rate of,
2685

getters and gettering processes, 3566
limiting factors on attainment of very low pres-

sures, 2102
Valves, (See also Cathode-ray tubes; Counter tubes;

Discharge tubes; Transistors)
amplifier, resistive-wall, with crossed electric and
magnetic fields, 2809
British Standard Code of Practice CP100S on use of,
2802

cold-cathode, d.c. breakdown potential of, automatic tester for, 2184
for switching in telephone systems, 1266
control-grid currents in, 3395
crystal, diode, in gate circuits, 74, Ge-In, alloyedjunction, capacitance measurements on, 3069,
junction-type, switching time in, 2539, mixers,
for 20-60 kMc/s, 890, negative resistance in,
3388, point-contact, with carrier injection,
theory of, 1239, properties of, review of, 439,
pulsed curve tracer for, 3631, Si p-n-junction,
2226, theory of in light of hole injection, 2536,
time lag phenomena in, measurement of, 1516
diode and triode, applications in telephone-'
system power plants, 3387, mechanism of,
1947

Ge-diode, double-base, switching applications of,
2535, h.f. effects in, 1230, in h.f. power
measurement, 2166, with injecting area contact, forward characteristic of, 1240, junction, improving frequency response of, 3710,
low temperature coefficient as criterion in
selection of, 3712, p-n-junction type, postinjection barrier e.m.f. of, 887, p-n-junction
type, recovery currents in, 1238, pointcontact, 578, point-contact, breakdown with
pulsed voltage in, 3070, point-contact, effect
of illumination on, 2794, point-contact,
manufacture and testing of, 889, pointcontact, noise spectra of, 1602, point-contact, reduction of noise by illumination,
1603, point-contact, relation of thermal effects to reverse characteristic, 1242, (C) 1948,
point contact, Siemens, use for h.f. measurements of, 1498, point-contact, thermal characteristics of, 282, 1241, point-contact and
alloyed-junction, flicker noise in, 3711, pointcontact and p-n-junction type, transit-time
effect in, 888, 'positive-gap,' with discontinuity in characteristic, 2257, using spherical pellets, 2795
designation of, commercial codes for, 908
diode, deviations from Langmuir's three-halvespower law in, 2266
effect of V1 on I, in, (D)3730
with hollow spherical cathode, characteristics of,
596
under retarding-field conditions, transit-time
effect in, 1972
space-charge-limited, large-transit-angle, detection of microwaves by, 3096
space-charge smoothing factor in, 909
Type-29Cl, as voltage stabilizer, characteristics

of, 595, (D)1260

with unusual electrode arrangements, spacecharge-limited current in, calculation of,

1973, (C)3095

diodes and triodes; self-heating, 1971
double-triode, PCC84, data and application, 1621
effects of under-running, 680
electrodes in, effects of slow electron bombardment
in, 2263
electron-multiplier, comparison with r.f. pentode,
594
for high-speed pulse coincidence indication, 2822
with space-charge deflection, comparison with
other valves, 3729
electron-wave, theory of, 3723
filament-to-grid shorting due to shock in, theoretical investigation of, 1254
gas-filled, power, filament-connections for, 3424
triode, control by alternating voltages, 599
voltage-regulator, relaxation oscillations in, 864
glow-discharge, transient response and applications
of, 2828
voltage-regulator, characteristics of, effects of
ambient-temperature variations, 3422
grid emission in, gold as inhibitor of, 1259
heat transfer from at high altitudes, 3098
klystron, effect of space charge on beam loading in,
2547
megawatt-power, pulsed, design and construction
of, 580
reflex, investigation of reflection space, 3083,
Type 723 A/B, as modulator, 3180
three-cavity, pulsed, high-power, 2548
Type 3K20000LK, high-power, 3056
magnetron, application of thermodynamics of irreversible processes to, (D)375, (D)604
coaxial-cylinder, study, of space charge in, 3400
c.w., effect of noise in, 579
cylindrical, smooth-anode, instabilities in,
(C) 1253
with interdigital-structure anode, 289
measurement of resonance frequency and effect of
loading, 1851
multicavity, strapped and unstrapped, frequency
spectrum of, 3088
planar, relativistic electron trajectories in, 288,
3401

rising-sun, lower wavelength limit of, 3726
stability of, test equipment for, 2477
theory of, 1614, based on electron-gas statistics,
287
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travelling-wave, 'frequency pushing' and 'voltage tuning' in, 585
Type-4J52, manufacture of, 2813
unstrapped, mm-X, design of anode system for,
3725
50-W, as f.m. oscillator, 904
manufacture of, comparison of European and U. S.
methods, 3396
electrophoresis in, 3720
importance of physics in, 897
use of ceramic spacers and stems in, 3404
use of frame grid in automatic production, 3410
microphony produced by electrode movements in,
1970
noise in, influence of transit time on, 3412
theory of, 3080
oxide-cathode, aged, frequency dependence of
mutual conductance of, 907
pentode, 12-W, Type-EL 84, 602
receiving, for industrial applications, performance
of, 597
reliability of, analysis of, 3081
for digital computers, 984
in military applications, 2805
for UNIVAC computer, 647
secondary-emission, prevention of potential minimum between emitter and control grid, 2821
processing Ag-Mg emitters for, 2823
wide-band amplifiers using, 367
self-heating, with grid, as stabilizing resistance,
2824
shock and vibration testing of, 222
slope of characteristic, determination by time-differentiation of anode current, 482
static- and vibration-fatigue fracture in, 3397
subminiature, Russian, characteristics of, 2806
Swedish SER types, review of, 3718
switching, trochotron, comprehensive account of,
3079
tetrode, for telephone repeaters, 1622
thyratron, grid-controiled, low-noise, tacitron, 3732
with screen grids, for telephone circuits, 1628
thyratron-type, with Cs-vapour filling, 1264
transit-time, space-charge waves in, for finite magnetic fields, 2807
strophotron, 3398
transmitting, high-power, industrial, with Th-W
filaments, 2814
life of, factors affecting, 3717
travelling-wave, a.c. energy and power flow in beam
of, 3082
analysis for helix with cylindrical outer conductor, 1617
application of perturbation theory to, 2808
backward-wave, analysis for, 2812, backwardwave with bifilar helix, 3089, using hairpintype interdigital waveguide section, 588,
helix impedance in, 3399, as oscillator, 587,
with wide-band electronic tuning, 586
calculation of beam current in, 903
coaxial-to-helix matching sections for, 1616
coupling of modes in helix of, 3451
elimination of secondary electrons in, 581
excitation of space-charge waves in, 583
features and operating principles of various types,
3086
with ferrite attenuators, 3092
filter-helix, 1963
gain of, effect of thermal motion of electrons

on,

(D) 1960
influence of line attenuation on, 1615
gain and saturation characteristics in relation to
attenuator characteristics, 1962
helix impedance of, 584, measurement of, 1965

interdigital structures for, theory of, 3087
low-noise, with single velocity jump, 905

with magnetically focused beam, theory of, 1964
measurement of nonuniformity of beam in, 582

mechanical model demonstrating operation of,
3093
medium-power, for 2-kMc/s band, 3090
noise in, theory of, 3722
noise figure of, 3402
theory of, 3085
use of multiple-magnetic-lens focusing system for,
2262
wide-band, as power mixer, 1961, transmissionline-type, theory and design of, 902
travelling-wave and klystron, noise factor of, 1618
triode, amplification factor of, formulae for, 3413
characteristics of, calculation of, 2267, variations
of with heater-voltage changes, 598
disk-seal, 6BA4, as u.h.f. amplifier, 910
gas-filled, control by very small currents, 1351
noise performance of, 369
transmitting, v.h.f., air-cooled, BTL-type, 2826
twin, miniature, reliable, 1974
triode and tetrode, a.f. noise in, measurements of,
2825
for coaxial-cable system, optical techniques for inspecting, 3415
limiting sensitivity of, equivalent noise conductance in determination of, 3414
v.h.f., transmitting, radiation-cooled, 3416
tuning-indicator, subminiature, Types DM 70 and
DM 71, 600
survey of, 899
two-streak, for voltage indication, 798
Types PCC84 double triode and PCF 80 triode
pentode, for television
III, 3417

tuners

for

Bands I and

Types 6AK5 and 5654, comparison of in shock and
vibration tests, 2804

u.h.f., French developments in, 901, 3084
long-beam, focusing to produce periodic magnetic field, 2546
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for television receivers, comparison of, 2526

in, method of testing, 3719
with velocity step, amplification of, 3721
Velometry, e.m., 2734
Vibrations, mechanical, acoustic method for measuring amplitude of, 3011
of plates, 1631
effect of damping layer on, 948
Voltage, adjustment to desired level, using tuningindicator-type valve, 798
alternating, <10 mV, measurement of, barrierlayer rectifiers for, 1501
direct, low, moving-coil compensator for recording,
1512
dividers, with logarithmic characteristics, use of
semiconductor rectifiers in, 2879
high, measurement of small changes in, 3292
Voltmeters. See Meters.
Volume control, automatic, a.f., survey of systems,
1724, signal-level-operated, 2349
standard volume indicator, I.R.E. standard on
terms relating to, 2461
Wave propagation, acoustic. See Sound and Ultrasonics.
in stratified media, comprehensive analysis of, 1371
Wave propagation, e.m., (See also Diffraction; Field
strength; Reception; Reflection; Scattering; Television; Transmission lines; Waveguides; Waves)
auroral absorption zone, 3224
backscatter frequency-sweep observations, 3019
backscatter frequency-sweep records, 2495
in dispersive media, energy propagation and group
velocity in, 3663
effect of radiation condition in case of complex wave
number, 1162
fading, due to atmospheric-refraction effects, at
mm-N, 1554
due to ground reflections, at 4 kMc/s, 3341
selective, at frequencies around 4 kMc/s, statistical study of, 236
severe, in 6.7-kMc/s range, causes of, 2219
short-period, due to turbulence in ionosphere,
512, 2752
statistical analysis of, at s.w., 513
at 100 Mc/s, 2754
at 4 kMc/s, Japanese investigation of, 3669
field strength, in diffraction zone, at v.h.f., 2753
for troposphere and ionosphere paths, statistical
distribution of, 3020
ground-wave, field-strength calculation by equivalent conductivity method, 3340
field-strength curves for 150 kc/s to 10 Mc/s, 235
survey of conditions in S. Africa for, 3342
group velocity in, 2370
guided, coupling of modes in, general theory of, 1987
in ionized gas, equations for, 1038
ionospheric, analysis of, 2196, taking account of
earth's curvature, 2199
analysis of 'coupled' form of equations for, 3017
conditions for triple splitting in, 1166
cross-modulation in, effect of earth's magnetic
field in, 2496
and in crystals, double refraction in, 2198
over distances >10,000 km, prediction of, 830
effect of ions on characteristic polarization in, 504
effect of nonlinearity of medium on, 2749
forecasts for, accuracy of various methods, 2493,
Spanish method for, 3664, at 9.15 Mc/s, over
800-km path, comparison with observations,
1547
gyro-interaction, alternative theories of, 231,
resoiance curves for, 1168, resonance curves
for vertically incident waves, 1546
moon echoes, fading of, 2748
polarization data, 1886
'radio weather' criterion for, 3665
vacuum

v.m.,

self-demodulation in, 1167
skip distance, scatter-sounding methods for
studying, 1888
s.w., fading patterns in, 3021, scattered reflections in, 3667
s.w. transmission paths, effect of geomagnetic
field on, 508
triple refraction in, 1549
v.h.f., long-distance scatter, and atmospheric
electricity, 2497
at 30-65 kc/s, over short distances, 2200
at 16-85 kc/s, over short distances, 1551
magneto-ionic theory of, formulation of, 1887
in media with random nonuniformities, 2746
via meteor trails, investigation of possibilities for
h.f. and v.h.f., 1884
microwave, diffracting effect of hills in, paraboliccylinder theory of, 2197
effect of oceanic ducts on, 233, 1552
m-, dm- and cm X, long-distance, 1891
modulation of signals in aurora, 832
in moving medium, vector modifications for, 1742
N.B.S. research on, 3018
in periodic structures, 3723
reflections from aurora, at h.f., 3223
at v.h.f., 3222
Sommerfeld's surface waves, saddle-point method
of analysis of, 3662
s.w., angle-of-arrival measurements, review of, 1890
tropospheric, at cm X, in ducts, field strength in,
1165
at mm and cm X, atmospheric attenuation of,
1894
review of knowledge on, 1548, 1885
symposium on, 503
Texas conference on radio meteorology, Nov.
1953, 230, 2751
u.h.f., Cheyenne Mountain tests, fading observations in, 2499
u.s.w., increase of field strength due to inversion,
833, influence of troposphere on, (C)834
50-800-Mc/s, basic characteristics of, (A)2492,
3338
at 100 and 600 Mc/s, field-strength survey of,
(A)2492, 3339
in two-dimensional lattice, 1743
u.h.f. and v h.f., surveying technique for multichannel links, 234, 1553
u.s.w., extended-range, observations in North-West
Germany, 2201
within line of sight, optical model for investigating, 1892
survey of current problems of, 3666
v.h.f., diffracting effects of mountains in, 2494
long-distance, maximum usable frequency bandwidth for, 510
records of, 509
in Mediterranean, tests on, 1893
and prediction of likelihood of interference, 2204
and television service planning, 2234
on 60-72 Mc/s, abnormally-long-range, 1164
of very long waves, and atmospherics, 1545
harmonic fields in, and lightning, 1544
use of atmospherics in study of, 232
for X 3 km, higher-order modes in, 2195
over 4009-km path between Washington and Resolute Bay, m.u.f.s and l.u.f.s for, 1889
Waveguides, (See also Transmission lines)
with absorbent walls, field in, analysis of, 1993
containing anisotropic media, Faraday rotation in,
1300
attenuation in, standing-wave method for accurate
determination of, 802
circular, diffraction of plane e.m. wave by, 1020
elliptical-vibration analyser for, 1500
filled with gyromagnetic medium, propagation in,
2563, 3129

April

gap, propagation in, 2854
Ho,-mode propagation in, influence of ellipticity
and bends on, 627
irises with annular slots in, properties of, 1672
power transmission and multichannel communication along, 15
propagation of pulses in, analysis for, 2306
time constant of, 3127
with circular irises, attenuation of, 2856
pass-band dispersion of, 2302
with corrugated wall, propagation in, theory of,
2853
cylindrical, metallic, with two dielectrics, propaga-

with

tion in, 328, 1670, 1671, 1992, 2855
TEM waves in, analysis for, 1298
with diaphragms, calculations for, 3128
dielectric-tube, theory of, 3458
gyrotropic, theory of, 2564
impedance of, measurement of, 2172
junctions for, coaxial-line magic-T, 1694
multiport, graphical analysis of measurements on,
1673
reflection coefficients of, graphical method for determining, 14
two-port, graphical analysis for, (D)3456
between waveguides of different types, experimental procedure for, 330
junctions and directional couplers for, design of,
using short-circuit pistons, 2850
lightweight, manufacture of, U. S. Air Force methods of, 3130
magnetron-output, diaphragms with ceramic windows for sealing and coupling, 2307, 2857
with nonuniform dielectric, analysis for, 3457
radar components using, testing of, 2476
rectangular, with bends, matrix theory for propagation in, 968, (C)1674
characteristic impedance of, definition of, 3131
with discontinuities, reflection in, 628
flexible, low-attenuation, attenuators for measurements on, 3008

junctions for, theory of, 3454
with longitudinal load, computation of dimensions and characteristics of, 2303
modification of field due to thin wire in, 329
Ni and mild-steel, attenuation in at 9.375 kMc/s,
1299

rotary junctions for, low-s.w.r., 629
slotted sections for measurements, calibration of,

2169
standards on definitions, 53 I.R.E. 2S1, 631
termination for, reflectionless, 2305
theory of, direct derivation from Maxwell's equations of, 1991
with thin internal dielectric film, transmission losses
in, 2304
velocity of energy in, 967
windows for, wide-band, design of, 3455
Wavemeters, for 12.5-mm X, using cavity resonator,
483
Waves, (See also Diffraction; Sound; Transmission
lines, surface-wave; Ultrasonics)
damped, identity leading to solution of Kirchhoff's
problem for, 120
e.m., amplification in solar atmosphere, 1400, equations for, 1401
produced by explosions, 1741
measurements on, anechoic chamber for, 942
at microwave frequencies, produced by Cherenkov radiation, 1392
quantum-theory interpretation of, 3185
surface, Zenneck, possibility of existence of, 1543
velocity, determination by interferometer at
24 kMc/s, 3016
magnetohydrodynamic, in liquid Na, 2926
Wires, fine, electrolytic polishing process for production of, 1842

